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Abstract: This article is a case study of the Morris Justice Project (MJP), a participatory action research (PAR) study in a South Bronx neighborhood of New York City (NYC) designed to understand residents’ experiences with and attitudes towards the New York Police Department (NYPD). An illustration of public science, the research was conducted in solidarity with an emerging police reform movement and in response to an ongoing and particularly aggressive set of policing policies that most heavily impacts poor communities and communities of color. The case study describes a set of ongoing participatory, research-action, “sidewalk science” strategies, developed in 42 square blocks of the South Bronx, designed to better understand and challenge the ongoing structural violence of the carceral state. Collaboratively written with members of the Morris Justice collective, we tell our story across three sections that outline the
genesis of the project, describe our major commitments, and offers PAR and public science as a possible “intervention” in traditional university practice.
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Investigación en las fronteras de la comunidad-universidad: Uso de la ciencia pública para estudiar la vigilancia policial en el South Bronx

**Resumen:** Este artículo es un estudio de caso del Proyecto de Morris Justice (MJP), un estudio de investigación de acción participativa (PAR) en un vecindario del South Bronx de la Ciudad de Nueva York (NYC) diseñado para comprender las experiencias y las actitudes de los residentes hacia Departamento de Policía de Nueva York (NYPD). Una ilustración de la ciencia pública, la investigación se llevó a cabo en solidaridad con un movimiento de reforma policial emergente y en respuesta a un conjunto de políticas policiales en curso y particularmente agresivo que afecta más a las comunidades pobres y las comunidades de color. El estudio de caso describe un conjunto de estrategias participativas en curso, de investigación-acción, “ciencia de acera”, desarrolladas en 42 bloques cuadrados del South Bronx, diseñadas para comprender mejor y desafiar la violencia estructural en curso del estado carcerario. Escrito en colaboración con miembros del colectivo Morris Justice, contamos nuestra historia en tres secciones que resumen la génesis del proyecto, describimos nuestros principales compromisos y ofrecemos PAR y ciencia pública como una posible “intervención” en la práctica universitaria tradicional. **Palabras-clave:** investigación acción participativa; violencia policial; activismo; ciencia pública

Pesquisa nas fronteiras da comunidade-universidade: Uso da ciência pública para estudar vigilância policial no South Bronx

**Resumo:** Este artigo é um estudo de caso do Morris Justice Project (MJP), um estudo de pesquisa de ação participativa (PAR) em um bairro no South Bronx, em Nova York, projetado para entender as experiências e atitudes dos moradores em relação ao Departamento de Polícia de Nova York (NYPD). Uma ilustração da ciencia pública, a pesquisa foi conduzida em solidariedade com um movimento emergente de reforma da polícia e em resposta a um conjunto de políticas policiais em andamento e particularmente agressivas que mais afetam comunidades pobres e comunidades de cor. O estudo de caso descreve um conjunto de estratégias participativas de pesquisa-ação, “ciência da calçada”, desenvolvidas em 42 quarteirões do South Bronx, destinadas a melhor compreender e desafiar a violência estrutural em curso no Estado carcerário. Escrito em colaboração com membros do coletivo Morris Justice, contamos nossa história em três seções que resumem a génese do projeto, descrevem nossos principais compromissos e oferecem a PAR e a ciência pública como uma possível “intervenção” na prática universitária tradicional. **Palavras-chave:** pesquisa-ação participativa; violência policial; ativismo; ciencia pública
Researching at the Community-University Borderlands

I am a wife and a mother of two sons. One day my oldest son came home and said the police broke his phone – he told me these things happen all the time. By 2010 it had only gotten worse. Me and two other mothers (Fawn and Nadine) living in our complex were fed up with how the police were harassing our sons. Fawn even had to relocate to New Jersey after 16 years to protect her son. Don’t get me wrong, we’re not against policing, we’re against the police abusing and disrespecting our sons. They shouldn’t be targeted because of where they live and the color of their skin. We wanted to show our children things COULD change. We CAN make a difference. That’s when we met Brett and María and began the Morris Justice Project.

Jackie, Morris Justice researcher, 38-year resident of the South Bronx, delivering an address to an audience of dignitaries at a White House Forum on Citizen Science in the fall of 2015 on behalf of (and co-written by) the Morris Justice Project research collective.

As Jackie describes, we are a research collaborative studying the consequences of aggressive policing policies in New York City (NYC), specifically in 42 blocks of a South Bronx neighborhood (see morrisjustice.org; Stoudt & Torre, 2014; Stoudt et al., 2015). Most members of our collective live in the South Bronx where our research takes place, while a few of us live in other parts of the City. Some of us are founding members of the project and others joined at, or for, various stages along the way. We are a radical collective of many different lived experiences and so, in the following pages, we will discuss in detail with you our research by weaving our multiple voices (quotes) into a collective narrative. To do this, we wrote the piece together through an iterative process that began with assembling a long list of questions to help us focus our reflection on the project. We interviewed each other and used the themes emerging from our transcribed conversations to draft a paper that was then discussed and revised by the group until we felt it represented a version (as there are multiple) of our collective story. The many direct quotes used to tell our story should be understood as providing an intimate peak into our process from the various standpoints of those who lived it. This “finished” version will highlight the conditions, ethics, assumptions, decisions, challenges, and possibilities that emerged in and from participatory research at the community-university borderlands.

Why policing? We came together to study policing for a variety of reasons. We are young people, mothers, fathers, and grandparents who thought “the stop-and-frisk thing was really getting out of hand” (Paul). We got tired of “the police harassing our sons and the other kids living in the
neighborhood” (Fawn) and “wanted them to know it doesn’t have to be like this” (Jackie). So we joined the project “to see what we could do about it” (Nadine). A few of us joined because of our personal experiences in prison and realizing “there’s a lot of people in there who don’t deserve to be there” (Anthony) or growing up and getting stopped by police “everyday, all-day – hallway, courtyard, corner – so many times I can’t even count” (Cory). Others had less personal experience and “became convinced about the need to do something about the police by doing the work involved in the project” (Prakriti). Some were students who “have always been involved with criminal justice issues” (Jan) or saw an opportunity to use “research for change” (Lauren) or wanted to “learn how art could be a part of participatory research to advance social justice” (Evan). Other students “witnessed some stops that have been really upsetting” (Hillary), “began learning about police reform and had design skills to offer” (Scott), or drew connections with involvement in “justice work with Internally Displaced Palestinians” (Einat). Two in the group are professors who researched with “people who were incarcerated or formally incarcerated” (María) and learned from former projects that “something was beginning to boil in NYC around policing” (Brett).

Why research? The authors of this paper represent most of the people who significantly contributed to the Morris Justice Project over the years. There are some that went off to college, moved out of state, retired, or felt too vulnerable/targeted to continue with the project. All of us, however, across our different backgrounds and experiences had common burning questions about “what the hell is going on with the NYPD” (Anthony). We were angry, frustrated, and we wanted to do something about it. We understood our research to have multiple purposes – to learn, to educate, to advocate, to connect with activists, lawyers and policymakers, to bridge awareness of experiences/attitudes among neighbors, and to help facilitate a conversation about the role of police in the community. We thought it important to use multiple quantitative and qualitative methods (surveys, focus groups, interviews, maps, public data as well as embodied and creative methodologies such as art, photography, and play) in order to communicate with the various community members, stakeholders, and decision makers with whom we interacted over the last half-decade. We have been together for over five years in terribly precarious times and most everything, from our first meeting to collecting and analyzing data to writing this article, was/is done collaboratively.

How should you understand our collective? As individuals, we are of course more than our project and not easily stereotyped. Many of us play lotto and like a drink or two (one of our most frequented meeting spaces is the local tavern). Some of us are religious and others atheist, some were involved with the Black Panthers and others Occupy Wall Street. A few of us like to write, some paint, at least one collects rocks, and several enjoy watching basketball. We each came to the group with different and sometimes shared social networks. Several of us already knew each other and held mutual acquaintances while others of us became friends through the project. There are endless ways we could divide or organize ourselves as a collective. Our relationships to each other and to our research are often described as “community members” and “university members,” collapsing and making central our neighborhood and work positionalities. While these subjectivities are certainly important in how we are situated to each other and our research, we are also - as individuals and a collective - located in ways too numerous and overlapping than such an over simplified (and assumptive) divide. Whatever our professional and personal backgrounds, through this project we all took responsibility to move forward our research, analysis, activism, organizing, writing, public speaking, and knowledge production. For purposes of this academic journal article, the community/university distinction is certainly present and meaningful for our group, but it also
must be understood that for us, in practice and over the course of many years together, these distinctions are more complicated and varied (as they should be). ¹

How should you understand our work? This case study is about participatory action research (PAR) as a strategy to produce grassroots scholarship that is working against the reproduction of the historical legacy of exploitation and misrepresentation of communities of color by universities and university research. More specifically, it is about how the Morris Justice Project braided research and activism in order to contribute to the NYC police reform movement. Through a detailed discussion of our praxis (Freire, 2000), we will show how PAR can be a form of public science, illustrating a set of locally focused, ongoing research-action strategies that were designed to challenge the ongoing structural violence of the carceral state. This is a long article. We had a lot to say! If nothing else, we hope you take away four main points:

1. We pursued PAR as a strategy to address the structural harms of policing while not reproducing the potential structural harms of traditional social science conducted in/on communities of color.
2. Our approach can be defined as a strong commitment to diverse community relationships to foster productive research spaces for critical dialogue, ongoing inquiry, and activism.
3. Our project not only served as a strategy to intervene/interrupt aggressive policing policies, it also served as an intervention within the university, helping challenge and expand the structural limits of elitist university research cultures.
4. Ultimately, this is an article about public science, a praxis of research that simultaneously commits to social justice and social science; one that speaks to pressing theoretical and practical concerns, refusing the distinctions between theoretical and applied, or science and advocacy; one that practices radical academic inclusion by extending notions of expertise and making central the knowledge of those traditionally excluded and harmed by the university (see Clawson, 2007; Fine & Barreras, 2001; Stein & Daniels, 2017).

In this piece we offer the Morris Justice Project as one illustration of public science.

The Violence We Live, The Violence We Represent: The Genesis of the Morris Justice Project

Community-university partnerships are delicate relationships that deserve attention. For the Morris Justice Project, when Brett, María and others from the university joined with Jackie, Fawn, Nadine and others from the South Bronx, two long histories of structural violence were brought together. One was the history of state violence through racist policing and incarceration policies and practices (Alexander, 2012). It was this violence that ignited our project and motivated our desire for transformation. The other violence was the history of university exploitation of communities outside it, too often racist and colonial in nature (Smith, 1999). We start with the NYC policing context as structurally violent (Farmer, 1996), move to some of the university restraints as part of that violence, and conclude with a call for public science as practiced through PAR.

¹ Moving forward, we use “community” as shorthand for the South Bronx area our study focused on and where most from the Morris Justice Project live. We use “university” to represent the City University of New York, where some from the Morris Justice Project work or are getting educated. We acknowledge this is a complicated and in many ways false dichotomy. “Community” is not monolithic, “community” exists at the university as well, and members of our collective have or are currently living in both spaces.
The Structural Violence of Policing

For over 20 years NYC has been policed under the framework of “Broken Windows.” Also known as order-maintenance policing (and associated with zero-tolerance policing), the basic philosophy of Broken Windows is that removing signs of “disorder” from communities maintains or produces an environment where order (and those who are “ordered”) prevails (Kelling & Wilson, 1982). In the context of NYC, drinking in public, selling loose cigarettes, riding a bike on the sidewalk, showing small amounts of marijuana in public view, or being in the park after-hours are all examples of disorder to the NYPD (Harcourt, 2001). Informed by the theoretical framing of Broken Windows, police officers in so-called “disordered,” higher crime NYC neighborhoods rely on the use of heavy surveillance tactics like “stop-and-frisks”, asking for IDs, telling people to “move” (Camp & Heatherton, 2016) as well as handing out record numbers of violations (citations, summonses, and tickets) and making misdemeanor arrests (Chauhan et al., 2014; Chauhan et al, 2015). These and other forms of constant surveillance are believed to prevent incidents of what the police consider are more serious crimes (Rios, 2011). Broken Windows in NYC also involves practices such as “vertical policing” in which police sweep lobbies, hallways, courtyards, and rooftops of public and private housing as well as increased police presence in schools through NYPD School Safety Agents and officers, metal detectors, and surveillance cameras (Stoudt, Fine & Fox, 2011).

The logic of Broken Windows policing produces/justifies a way of “seeing disorder” that is steeped in racist assumptions about the origins of criminality and the nature of the criminal as “hardened,” as unredeemable, as needing to be punished and contained (e.g. the “super predator”) (Camp & Heatherton, 2016). Indeed, Broken Windows represents the latest “commonsense” orientation to public safety in an old and ongoing story in which poor and marginalized, usually black and brown bodies, are controlled and punished by the state through the criminal justice system in ways that protect and advance the political and capital interests of the privileged class (Gilmore, 2007; Wacquant, 2009; Websdale, 2001). It is an enactment of the well-documented, structurally racist violence written into the fabric of our laws, institutional logics, political interests, social norms and everyday relations that can be traced in one continuous line historically from chattel slavery, the redemption period, Jim Crow, until now - what has come to be known as the “New Jim Crow” (Alexander, 2012; Muhammad, 2011; Platt et al., 1982). Researchers, lawyers, and other police departments have convincingly demonstrated the flaws in the Broken Windows logic and found its practices to be largely ineffective and harmful (Camp & Heatherton, 2016; Harcourt, 2001). Despite this, police, politicians, and conservative think tanks have widely credited it with the significant drop
in recorded NYC crime (Kelling & Bratton, 2015). As a result, the approach has been extensively exported nationally and internationally (Camp & Heatherton, 2016). What does Broken Windows look like by the numbers?

The Morris Justice Project began in the summer of 2011 and by then, more than 4.4 million summons, 3.5 million police stops, and 1.9 million misdemeanors had accumulated in NYC over just the previous eight years, the large majority involving people of color (for more detail see Chauhan et al., 2014; Chauhan et al., 2015; Jones-Brown et al., 2013). In 2011 alone, the NYPD recorded 685,724 stops, an historic peak that represented a more than 300% increase since 2003 (the earliest year stop data were made available). Of all the people stopped in 2011, 84% were Black or Latinx; 88% of stops involved neither an arrest nor a summons and stops that did involve the courts were often dismissed (Geller, 2015; Schneiderman, General & Bureau, 2013). New Yorkers were being told by the mayor and police commissioner that “stop-and-frisks” were necessary to get guns off the streets (Coates, 2013); however, guns were found less than .2% of the time. Residents, students, and those employed within the 44th precinct of the South Bronx, the precinct where the Morris Justice neighborhood was located, were among the most impacted in NYC. The precinct ranked 17th in police stops, 5th in summons, and 2nd in misdemeanor arrests between 2003 and 2010.

Communities of color like the South Bronx had long been enduring the deleterious effects of pervasive and aggressive Broken Windows policing, sold under the unsubstantiated guise of improved public safety (Fabricant, 2011; Howell, 2015); but which publics and whose safety? This era of unprecedented incarceration and aggressive policing has turned neighborhoods, like the Morris Justice neighborhood, into symbolic and actual jails where the everyday experience of just living becomes criminalized because of the assumed potential for committing a crime (Alexander, 2012; Stoutd, Fine & Fox 2011). Contact with police in communities of color like the 44th precinct are largely punitive and backed up by the state-sanctioned threat of escalating violence, punishment, and potential death (Platt et al., 1982; Vitale, 2008). This contact, consisting of millions of moments, too often violent, represents a rippling web of potential punitive short-term and long-term outcomes, deep-rooted humiliation and insecurity as well as the possible residual erosion of trust and legitimacy. The structural violence imposed by Broken Windows policing had only been steadily increasing in the years before members of the Morris Justice Project began to organize in 2011.

Living in the era of Broken Windows: Our roots. Every one of us living in the South Bronx was affected by these longstanding NYPD policies and had stories of police violence and harassment. Paul remembers “they were stopping and frisking almost everybody.” But the practice was so common for some it just felt like “life.” This was true for Jackie’s young sons who never complained to her about their experiences being stopped. “I didn’t realize that they were being stopped on a day-to-day basis, asked to get against the wall, pat down and all.” Fawn’s son was also targeted: “the police were harassing my son and all the kids who were living in my area. But the harassment didn’t stop there. The police would stop my family when they would come see me. It reached a point where my kids were a little fearful of coming outside, and I was afraid too. Eventually I moved and relocated [outside of NYC] with my children because of the NYPD. I had lived in the Bronx for 48 years.” Anthony summed up what it felt like in the neighborhood, saying “we became training grounds for [the police]. Too many people were getting caught up for minor things. I did catch a charge and had to do some time. There are a lot of people in prison who didn’t really deserve to be there. I met people who said, ‘I got caught with a bag of weed.’”

Every one of us living in the South Bronx were not only enduring, but actively navigating and resisting the heavy police occupation. Anthony was “looking for the law to work for me. I was looking for something I could do to stop [the police] in their tracks. I kept thinking, where can I get my hands on those books?” As a substance abuse counselor, Paul was standing up to police on
behalf of his clients. For example, he remembers a time when an officer “stopped a client I was just walking with. I had to tell the police he had done nothing wrong.” Jackie’s son refused to “plead out” and insisted on establishing his innocence by going to trial. Both Jackie and Fawn were plaintiffs in one of the three major class action lawsuits that successfully sued the City for the discriminatory use of “stop, question, and frisk.” Along with Nadine, they had also been using their phones to film police harassment of their children in the courtyard of their apartment complex. They organized an informal network of mothers who shared footage that could be used at the local precinct or the courthouse. “We wanted the police to know there were people watching over these kids and we wanted our kids to know we had their back” (Jackie). Big and small, these were profound agentic moments of pushing against our structurally violent living conditions. Together we understood our collaboration with the Morris Justice Project, as another form of continued resistance.

The desire and interest to connect with others – in solidarity and across difference – was palpable amongst us. As Anthony put it, “If we were going to make change, we needed to come from a place of knowing.” We had questions that we wanted to understand from people who were living in similar conditions. What were others in the neighborhood experiencing and/or feeling about the police? What were their hopes and desires for our community? The NYPD, the Mayor, academics and other city elites were already answering these questions on behalf of the South Bronx and other neighborhoods of color across the city. Their answers were part of a political rhetoric, steeped in “objective” data, justifying or critiquing the widespread, expanding, and aggressive use of policing practices like stop-and-frisk. Missing from the political theater were the thoughts, experiences, and “data” of those most impacted by these practices. It is no surprise, then, that those of us – Jackie, Fawn, Nadine, Anthony, Paul, Prakriti and others – living in the Morris Justice neighborhood – were interested in partnering with university researchers to take control of the narrative about policing in their neighborhood and produce research from a “community point of view.” But the choice to partner with university researchers with the hope of responding to one form of long and enduring structural violence, opened Bronx-based Morris Justice researchers to the potential consequences of yet another form of long and enduring structural violence – that which the academy has committed against poor communities and communities of color.

The Structural Violence of Academic Research

As academics, Brett and María had long been involved with criminal justice issues through prior participatory action research projects in prisons and with youth. By 2010, “some academics, lawyer, and organizers around the city – including us – were beginning to gather to discuss the growing numbers of stop-and-frisks, and at the same time grassroots groups like Communities United for Police Reform were organizing into a very cohesive force” (Brett). Around that time “we were hearing from lawyers practicing in the South Bronx that their caseloads were reaching crisis levels - overflowing with minor charges” (María) and “I remember exploring NYPD data and learning that police from two adjacent Bronx precincts – the 44th and the 46th – used physical force during 50% of their stops – more often than anywhere else in the city” (Brett). “Our concern and interests were sparked. We felt a need to collaborate locally and we already had some connections to the South Bronx through Pace Law School colleagues” (María).

Somewhere at that intersection of lived experience, relationships, synergy, luck, research, organizing, engagement, and outrage the Morris Justice Project was born. This is the genesis story of many community-university PAR projects but, of course, with university researchers comes a fraught past. From the government-funded Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment in Alabama (Jones, 1993), to the more recent exploitation of blood samples from the Havasupai Tribe (Drabiak-Syed, 2010) or
psychologists’ connections to Guantanamo Bay waterboarding torture (Costanzo et al., 2007), university partnerships come with a long and well-documented history of academic abuse towards marginalized communities.

Academia, the social science disciplines, and university research involve complex communities of practice steeped in hierarchies, expectations, values, incentives, and limitations. This significantly shapes the trajectories of scholarship – what questions are asked, methods used, interpretations made, audiences spoken to – in ways that often limit deep public connection and impact (Chatterjee & Maira, 2014). More problematic, it increases the possibilities of producing scholarship that maintains, justifies, and normalizes oppressive structures harmful to marginalized communities (Patel, 2015). It is from these institutional and disciplinary contexts that all sciences including the social sciences have had tenuous, sometimes exploitative relationships with communities of color and other marginalized groups (Smith, 1999). Research sponsored by the academy is shaped from within conditions that are often ripe for producing its own form of structurally organized violence (Walker, 2003), a legacy that follows even the best intentioned researchers when they help build community partnerships (Cooke, 2001).

**The calculated risk of partnership: Our genesis.** So those of us from the South Bronx were taking a calculated risk when deciding to partner with those of us from the City University of New York. A whole history and ongoing legacy of exploitation was represented in this community-university partnership. All the conventions and expectations and pressures and professional norms and potential harms came with Brett, María, and their students. They represented — in their bodies, through their privileges, and in the professional tools/logics they inherited — a source of structural violence. Indeed, early in the Morris Justice partnership these concerns were present. Fawn remembers sizing Brett and María up, “when they first came to the neighborhood I thought, ‘Ah boy, we ain’t gonna do too much good.’ Me and Jackie talked and we were saying, ‘Well I wonder how this is going to go?’ I thought it was just going to be a lot of bullshit to be honest because we have tried to get so many people involved before.” Nadine feared, “it was going to be a group that talked and talked and talked with no real progress out of it.” And Jackie recalled, “At first, honestly speaking, I thought maybe [Brett and María] were getting grants to come out here and do these surveys to find out what was going on but they really weren’t going to be interested in the neighborhood – in the individual people. I thought maybe they’d do the grant and then move onto the next project.”

At our first official meeting, an open meeting at the local library where we presented the idea of the research and invited members of the neighborhood to join us and help shape it, Brett remembers, “One of the men who showed up flat out asked, ‘Is this going to be another project with good intentions that goes nowhere? This neighborhood doesn’t need another one of those.’” These apprehensions were legitimate. Concerns about professional detachment and obligation, uncommitted relationships and lack of reciprocity, myopic focus and narrow utility, and the potential of misunderstanding the neighborhood all have historical precedence in university research.

Like policing, neoliberal universities also help reproduce and preserve state power and privileged interests in ways that too frequently extend a colonial project (Chatterjee & Maira, 2014; Patel, 2015). One needs to look no further than Brett’s own home institution, John Jay College, for an example. Founded as a “college of police science” that is today a “college of criminal justice,” classes were first housed at the NYPD police academy and the college still maintains a close connection to educating law enforcement and advancing “security” interests (see jjay.cuny.edu/history). Criminal justice schools and related departments emerged out of, have multiplied in size, and generally benefited from as well assisted in the unprecedented growth of our
carceral state. These institutions train the qualified workforce, house the government grants, and generate the supporting scholarship that legitimize, rationalize, and ultimately sustain the prison-industrial complex (Oparah, 2014).

Still, maybe too naively, we resist calling universities and university research fundamentally corroded and hopelessly doomed (Morrow & Brown, 1994). Social science, particularly when produced critically and with strong commitments to participation, can be important sources of education, understanding, and knowledge for the public good (Torre et al., 2012). Social science methods and discourse can help us dig beneath the layers of harmful dominant ideologies and the complicated dynamics of oppressive structures. The desire to systematically ask questions and make sense of answers, the desire to theorize not only what is unjust but also what could and should be, are necessary components of democratic practice and important ingredients to determining fair, just, and sustainable solutions. So despite very legitimate and ongoing reservations by those of us who live in the South Bronx, we moved forward believing our community-university collaboration had the potential to push against the structural violence of the NYPD and criminal justice system, helping us document the injustices, contextualize the policies and practices, reframe the misconceptions, and learn from our neighbors (not from politicians or the NYPD or the other so called “experts”). To this end we conducted publically oriented research (versus academically oriented research) on issues important to our lives in ways that took our deep-rooted knowledges seriously and benefited our community directly. Though neither exhaustive nor standardized, in the next section we describe the commitments, principles, and practices that, as a collective, we felt defined our attempt at public science as practiced through PAR (Torre et al., 2012).

Collectively Resisting the Structural Violence of Policing through Research-Activism: The Community Commitments of the Morris Justice Project

The first part of this section discusses what the Morris Justice Project interpreted as some of the conditions for strong and intellectually generative participatory and democratic public science. Great care and attention must be placed on what the participatory spaces of action research look like (Cahill, 2007; Stoudt, 2007; Torre, 2009). Do people in the group feel safe, even encouraged, to dissent, to offer competing perspectives, explore uncomfortable thoughts and examine hidden assumptions, to change their minds and discover new ideas? We believe our rigor and validity comes from relationships built in diverse participatory contact zones that bring differently situated people together (Torre et al., 2008), and our ongoing and rich conversations with each other and the neighborhood. The second part of this section describes our commitment to both strong research and meaningful action. Our research, through process and practice, was accountable to “home” through deeply collaborative and community engaged spaces where we iteratively explored policing conditions in the “Morris Justice” neighborhood using a range of methods. Our research was then enacted as a form of social action, advocacy, and activism through what we call “sidewalk science”: a continuing presence of street actions using our research to spark critical conversations among neighbors about policing.

Committing to Strong Participatory Spaces

The Morris Justice Project took seriously learning through relationships that maximized broad and grounded community based participation. The validity and subsequent impact of our research benefited significantly from deep collaboration as a collective and ongoing close contact with other members of the community. As we designed our methods, we built “research accountability structures” as spaces of dignity, commitment, reciprocity, and understanding. In this
way, we aimed to use our research to contribute to public conversations, that is, to continue meaningful dialogue amongst the research collective, to facilitate meaningful dialogue amongst South Bronx residents, and to join meaningful dialogue citywide amongst lawyers, policymakers, activists, journalists, and the NYPD. In the following section we lift up **strengthening diverse relationships** and **pursuing ongoing critical dialogue** as two elements of strong participatory spaces.

**Strengthening diverse relationships.** The Morris Justice Project brought differently positioned people across personal/social identities, institutions, and geographies together in a participatory contact zone (Torre et al., 2008) that continually sought, acknowledged, and benefited from multiple and intersecting standpoints. “People from all walks of life coming together for a common cause that will benefit future generations is a beautiful thing” (Anthony). As co-researchers who ranged from residents of the South Bronx to professors, students, artists, lawyers, and community organizers, we held a wide and varied set of expertise, experience, skills, and values. These diverse relationships to each other and to our research were conceptually and methodologically generative. Our multiple standpoints produced a “strong objectivity” (Harding, 1992) that provided us multiple ways of holding our research accountable. As a collective we embraced contradictions and unpacked areas where ideas conflicted. The tensions in our differences advanced the value of our research, analysis, and action. “If there is something that someone doesn’t like we say it. We say, ‘No I don’t think that’s going to work’ or ‘I don’t think we should do that, maybe we should do it a different way’” (Prakriti). We sought to strengthen these productive relational spaces both inside and outside our collective.

**Strengthening diverse relationships inside the collective.** We purposely designed the research to be flexible and open-ended to maximize the possibilities for people to more meaningfully and consistently engage, given full and complicated lives. Some of us came together at the very first meeting while others joined along the way. A new baby, change of schools, moving, work schedule, responsibilities at home, failing health, or dissertation writing were among the issues responsible for some of us leaving permanently or for a time. We structured our research collective as intentionally porous so that we could continually benefit from new energy, ideas, and knowledge. All together the Morris Justice Project has had more than 25 members that have been held together by a consistent core of 10 who provide the project with a sense of permanence, coherence, and long-term commitment. We do not assume everyone will do everything all the time, and instead our labor is distributed by interest and availability. That said, all big decisions are discussed as a group and all work is reviewed and revised by the group. The project has sustained its vitality, diversity, and purpose through these intentionally absorbent research spaces.

Respectful and responsive research spaces are a key part of maintaining the diverse and layered relationships necessary for meaningful participation, wherein everyone in the research collective feels a sense of ownership and responsibility towards the direction of the project. “We voice our opinions and we also listen to each other” (Jackie). Paul joined the Morris Justice Project after the collective had been together for several months: “When I first joined, the group really listened to me. I was actually able to voice my thoughts and the key thing was, the group accepted my ideas and even started to work out ways to incorporate them into the survey. The group was pretty much in place already but I helped broaden the brainstorming piece. I felt like I was not only speaking for myself but for my community. I was a channel, a mouthpiece so to speak”.

Acknowledging that we are differently situated but also hold shared fates, members of the group made a growing commitment to each other. We brought together our varied/changing differences, similarities, expertise, and knowledge, and built a set of reciprocally minded relationships, in solidarity, now lasting more than five years. The content of our work – intimately lived by most in the group – was often violent and complicated. It was painful to communicate and
painful to absorb. The stories we shared and the data we collected were hard. The problems we sought to change were large and structurally entrenched. Because of this, our relationships as co-researchers needed to be based in mutual care and understanding.

Our relationships began through our collective participation in the research. However, as María described, “our relationships grew like intertwining vines.” “We worry about each other. That’s how much we’ve grown to care for each other” (Jackie). We exchange frequent “good morning” and “happy birthday” texts and miss each other when we have not met in a while. We’ve watched movies and attended community forums together. We’ve held surprise baby showers, organized birthday parties, and attended funerals together. We’ve been in cramped vans for long road trips and on flights to other states. We have experienced first times together - first time speaking in front of a large audience, first time flying, first time eating pulled pork, first time publishing. We have been together through arrests, trials, house fires, and visits to the White House. We have shared beer and Long Island Iced Teas and toasted – to each other, to health, to safety, to secure housing, to better schools. Various circumstances brought us together but “now we are family” (Fawn). “We’re a family of a different kind” (Jackie), an extended family forged through anger towards police violence, maintained through doing empirical research and nurtured through mutual affection; we are a family of researchers and activists who want something different for our children, our loved ones, our neighbors, and all NYC residents.

**Strengthening diverse relationships outside the collective.** The relationships we cultivate inside the Morris Justice Project extend, by design, outside the group. Our work travels beyond the group, influencing and influenced by creating participatory circuits. Our families, friends, neighbors and co-workers offer advice and direction. “My son sometimes asked me, ‘Are you going to meet with MJP tonight? Because last night I was thinking…’ When he gives me ideas about the project I jot them down.” (Paul). “My daughter did a project for school regarding policing and the Morris Justice Project. She used our survey. She chose certain questions to ask students in her class” (Fawn). “Sometimes I’ll see a neighbor with a Morris Justice Project t-shirt or button on the bus or walking down the street” (Jackie) and sometimes “when I’m wearing our t-shirt, people will stop me and strike up a conversation” (Anthony). Our project has spread throughout the neighborhood in ways that helped our collective make sense of the research and helped our neighbors make sense of the conditions they’re living.

The diversity and depth of our relationships inside the Morris Justice Project created a strong foundation to nurture relational spaces outside the group. We expanded our connections to include people who have a range of important expertise to enrich the quality and impact of our work. We established relationships with attorneys and other legal advocates to assist with research
design and analyses as well as help conduct legal-oriented actions (e.g. know-your-rights trainings).
And recognizing that our collective, while diverse, was a small minority of the 19,000+ people who lived in the “Morris Justice” neighborhood, we organized a multi-generational advisory group of neighborhood young people, clergy, community organizers, store owners/managers, lawyers, the librarian, and others who helped us reflect on our survey draft and overall research design.

Our ethic of cultivating relational spaces throughout our project also shaped our research strategy for sampling. When we walked block to block to distribute our community surveys, we did not consider ourselves “in the field” or talking with “subjects” – we were in our neighborhood and talking to our neighbors; we were in our home trying to learn with other people in their home. Our approach was conversational and the sidewalk dialogues that emerged frequently lasted longer than it took to complete the survey. By the end we held 1,030 community conversations. “Residents had all types of reactions to the survey questions. They would stop and they would start up a conversation right there and then, and you think oh shit this is for real” (Jan). “I remember this one older man just wanted to tell me his story about when he was stopped. I didn’t know where to record it except in my memory and in my head” (Prakriti). “You would get in this long conversation after the person read through the survey. You really realized just how many people had gotten stopped and how they felt about it. It happens all over” (Nadine). We shared these stories with each other in debriefing sessions and noted the reoccurring themes for future analyses. Our survey produced moments of community engagement where a sense of connectedness, validation, and solidarity was established.

The relational ethic of our research honored expanded versions of expertise. This was operationalized by threading these points of contact – whether brief or extended moments – in ways that were both respectful and reciprocal. This research approach is different than mainstream approaches where research remains disconnected in order to “protect” a “neutral” stance. Our research by contrast was not designed for distance – it was designed for closeness. It was not designed for a few homogenous people or a few homogenous ideas; it was designed to include many people with many perspectives. We believe that it is in the richness of these multiple and varied perspectives that the necessary depth, validity, and accountability of our data and interpretations are produced. And so it was with purpose and deep care for the neighborhood, that we did not separate ourselves from the places and people where the data were derived. Our meetings were in the neighborhood, our data were analyzed in the neighborhood, our ongoing actions were held in the neighborhood. We did not want to “extract and leave.” Instead, the intent was to be as accountable to the neighborhood, and too as many members within the neighborhood, as possible. We believe it is through these diverse relational spaces – inside and outside our group – where our deepest understandings are reached, where we gain knowledge beneath the surface, where we find the most meaningful analyses, and where our most valuable impact emerges.

**Pursuing ongoing critical dialogue.** We are not naïve. We do not wish to underestimate historic structural oppression nor overstate the power of PAR. Participatory action research is not a panacea to the fundamental problems of the university nor can it crumble the oppressive structures of state sanctioned police violence. It is a path that offers some dignity in the pursuit of knowledge, some protection against the harms of university research, and some strategies for collecting information useful in the struggle against injustice. Participatory action research is a set of ongoing moments, a process, with an explicit commitment to centering the knowledge of those most marginalized, to confronting privilege, to uplifting and negotiating power among people who are differently situated within intersecting systems of oppression. Throughout this process, we cultivated deep relational spaces to engage in meaningful conversation, to think critically and unpack the sensitive structural violence in our lives, and to practice what Sandoval (2000) calls, the
“methodology of the oppressed.” This ongoing critical dialogue bolstered the quality of our work by facilitating accountability and productive tensions.

The accountability of ongoing critical dialogue. Structural racism is one of the foundations for why the Morris Justice Project exists and conversations about race and racism were woven into all of our interactions and everything we produced. Whether explicit or implicit - as outrage, as motivation, as humor - race was in the foreground and background of our work all the time. Holding ongoing and critical dialogue has helped us to unpack the racial assumptions we operate under. For example, at the courthouse supporting her family members, Fawn felt uncomfortable with a nearby group of young black men and told the local officer to “watch out for them.” It reminded Prakriti of a family member who recently would not open her purse at the mall because a man of color was standing nearby. Moments later it became clear he was waiting for his family to arrive. She used this example to theorize how deeply connected safety is to assumptions of crime and race. Reflecting on this story and others in our group helped Fawn to unpack the racial assumptions she operated under. For example, at the courthouse supporting her family members, Fawn felt uncomfortable with a nearby group of young black men and told the local officer to “watch out for them.” It reminded Prakriti of a family member who recently would not open her purse at the mall because a man of color was standing nearby. Moments later it became clear he was waiting for his family to arrive. She used this example to theorize how deeply connected safety is to assumptions of crime and race. Reflecting on this story and others in our group helped Fawn to realize the irony in her own story. The expected link between race and crime are so entrenched in all of us and require constant vigilance. As a black woman, Fawn had a “feeling” that the young black men might be up to something, when in fact, they were really just standing around, probably waiting, the way she was. It did not take much for Fawn to recognize how her assumptions about the young men were connected to the type of profiling the police were repeatedly engaging with her own son, who has endured a great deal of police targeting and abuse. Through the process of this work, we have helped each other stay accountable, recognize that we are not exempt from reproducing the very discrimination we hope to change, and appreciate that we can all be seduced by assumptions that need to be checked, unpacked, and reframed.

Sometimes, the implications of our differently empowered racial positions were most prominently revealed when traveling to present our work together as a collective. For example, when Jackie, Fawn, and Brett were traveling home on the train after presenting at a White House Forum in Washington, DC, a person, not assuming they were all together, wedged in between Brett and Jackie/Fawn as they sat down. “When Fawn started talking to me, I remember the person looking up from his magazine with a brief sense of surprise” (Brett). In these actions and momentary glances, a long, oppressive history of who-belongs-together is exposed. This certainly applies to academics, especially when “community” is approached as exotic, homogenous, damaged, and in need of saving. “I remember early on thinking how different it felt for me as a white researcher to present our project alone versus collectively as a group. Alone, I found myself describing the conditions of the South Bronx in ways that seemed one-dimensional, uncomplicated, deficit – potentially reifying for the audience the stereotype of ghetto. As a group, I found myself more conscious about presenting the harms and the vibrancy, the agency, the resistance. It was a good lesson for me in the politics of representation and the accountability of collaborative spaces.” (Brett)

As Morris Justice researchers, we have found ongoing ways to be reflexive of our values and standpoint, of our history and contexts, and of our intersecting power and structural oppression/privilege. We purposely created processes within our relational spaces to thoughtfuly explore alternative interpretations, include differing perspectives and unfamiliar “outliers.” Unusual or unexpected findings were deliberately sought and the perspectives of those critical of the police reform movement were explicitly “brought into the room,” including people who held both conservative and radical critiques. In other words, despite our activist stance, we were committed to allowing the data to illuminate and surprise us, even when what we found conflicted with our assumptions. This, after all, is one of the primary functions of research. Why do the research if you already know the answers?
To help expose our taken-for-granted expectations of the data and hold ourselves accountable, we designed collaborative analysis activities. One such activity involved handing out a worksheet with survey items to the left and blank spaces on the right. We asked each other to write down what percentages we thought we found. What percentage of our survey respondents experienced physical police contact in the last year? What percentage were asked to move by police? Some of us overestimated and some underestimated, but as we juxtaposed our guesses (our assumptions) with the survey responses from over a thousand neighbors, we were forced to unpack our predictions, to confront counter stories in the data, and propose further analyses (e.g., “well, my percentage probably would have been right if we just looked at young men!” Jackie).

*The productive tensions of ongoing critical dialogue.* The data we produced through our survey or other methods were personal. The convictions we held of the data were rooted in extensive experience. Engaging the data through activities evoked passionate conversation. Ours is a research collective that experienced misunderstandings, frustration, and disagreement – and we’ve found these tensions to be very productive as a participatory research group. Conceptually, tensions that emerge from the clash of ideas, or what María calls “choques”, can illuminate our differing assumptions and values about what is and what should be (Torre & Ayala, 2009). These are often implicitly held but not explicitly stated until disagreements emerge out of discussing data. Some of our most important tensions – ones that have been most impactful to our analysis – have revolved around our understandings of police reform versus police abolition or criminal justice reform versus a world with no jails. For example, we debated interpretations of data and political activism that demanded that police stop going after the “small stuff” in favor of the “serious crime.” For some, this was exactly right. For others, the social construction of “small” and “serious” crime in communities of color needed to be unpacked as part of the same structural violence produced from the criminal justice system. We debated the controversial state-encouraged practice of parents requesting a “PINS” (“Person in Need of Supervision”), an early-intervention program designed for “uncontrollable” children whose repeated behavior (e.g. skipping school) makes them (and their parents) vulnerable to the criminal justice system. Some parents in our group had been advised by school officials to enroll their children as the lesser of two evils, that is, as a strategy to gain resources/control when the alternatives were more severe and other options unavailable. And yet, it is also a “master’s tool” (Lorde, 2003) that surrenders parental control and invokes the very punitive system we are fighting to change. These were knotty but productive conversations that emerged because of our relationships, that further strengthened our relationships, and that helped construct shared knowledge amongst us.

Other forms of tension, though ultimately productive, involved relationship stumbles. There were times we let each other down. After the Morris Justice Project finished collecting surveys but before we began statistically analyzing them, there was a four-month gap where a few in the group were helping enter the data into SPSS while others felt completely disconnected. “In between finishing collecting surveys and our next meeting we hadn’t spoken in a while. Nobody had really communicated with each other about the research. So I started thinking maybe they [Brett and María] got that grant they were talking about, and left us sitting here. So when we did get back together that is what I told them. I said how I felt and that I knew Nadine and Fawn were thinking it too” (Jackie). This anger was legitimate and based in a long history of racial and class-based exploitation of communities at the hands of university researchers. “Everyone was so frustrated. I felt so bad and very apologetic. They thought we took the surveys and ran – made a career off of their labor. It was unexpected because it was the very opposite of why we were doing the work. And ironically, over that gap, I never felt busier with the project.” (Brett). “I was helping enter the surveys along with others and would see Brett and María regularly. It was a busy time but it was at
the university and not everyone was involved. I had free time during the week to help and probably had a better sense of everything. There was miscommunication” (Prakriti). “The conflict ended up making us closer and our project stronger. After this, we exchanged numbers and we agreed that we all have to be more connected, you know, communicate more. Now we communicate, over group texts, or phone calls, or just ‘hey tell your son happy birthday;’ you know we needed to be on a personal level with each other. This helped us become friends and even I think a family” (Jackie).

Committing to Research and Activism

The Morris Justice Project has become a space for hope and a space to imagine change and pursue collective action but it began as, and always remained, a project about strong research that was directly accountable to the South Bronx community and committed to police reform. We wear many hats: activist, educator, learner, community organizer, artist, designer, web archivist. However, we are fundamentally a research project. The pursuit of research – to ask important, locally relevant questions and then seek answers among neighbors – was what originally organized the group. It was what Appadurai (2006) calls “the right to research” which grounded the project ethically; the right for people, even if not academically trained, to be researchers engaging critical questions of the conditions they intimately live. We believed that the validity of our research and our ability to produce meaningful action was heightened when those most affected by police were central in determining the questions and analyzing the answers. We wanted to speak back and even counter some of the NYPD’s claims with our own community-grounded data. In this section, we turn from a commitment for strong participatory spaces to how we used those spaces to employ strong research-activism by being accountable to “our home” through inductive and exploratory collaborative analysis and a commitment to action at multiple scales.

Accountable to “our home.” Entire communities of color are targeted, harassed, and assumed suspicious simply because their neighborhood is considered unsafe (Stoudt, Fine, & Fox, 2011). Some say this is a small price to pay for safety. That didn’t seem right to us but, as Anthony argued, it is important that “we come from a place of knowing.” As a research collective, the Morris Justice Project decided to use a range of methodologies to systematically study the South Bronx neighborhood in which most of the group lived. While this area has a long, problematic reputation as a bad, dangerous ghetto, it was understood by most of us as “our home.” “Calling something safe or unsafe is usually for the benefit of outsiders not for insiders” (Einat). We wanted to resist and challenge the stereotypes imposed on us by outsiders. “Yes, schools are an issue and jobs are an issue, but it’s also true that people in the Bronx really like their neighborhood. You can walk down your block and say hi to everyone” (Cory). “I enjoy the neighborhood. It is not the neighborhood, it is what happens in the neighborhood. It is not a bad area, it’s just that the police were harassing the kids and it got overbearing.” (Fawn). “This is our home. I have met a lot of different people in a lot of different areas. All different types of people who have been through different things. It’s beautiful” (Jackie). This research provided an opportunity to reframe and complicate representations of “our home” by holding the work directly accountable to “our home.”
Our work deliberately had broad and multiple audiences that initially included policymakers, lawyers, and even academics. However, the primary focus and therefore the primary responsibility for the Morris Justice Project was to those who lived, worked, and/or went to school in a 42 square block radius of the South Bronx, just east of Yankee Stadium, and bordered by railroad tracks, large streets, and public housing. This is not a geographic area defined by a precinct or census tract or developers. It is an area defined by members of the project who live in the community as to where they make home. While the “Morris Justice neighborhood” has much in common with other heavily policed, poor, and under-resourced neighborhoods across New York City, it also is unique and our commitment was to take seriously these particulars. The Morris Justice Project organized multiple spaces and activities that facilitated this accountability. In this section, we describe how “our home” was intentionally and fundamentally “baked” into the research design. It was a chosen priority that began early as a survey/interview development and sampling strategy and continued as an oscillating research process.

Our home as a chosen priority that began early. Most social science research is accountable somewhere. Academic research is typically accountable to other academics. The pressure for university researchers to publish and present in traditional venues is real and so is the ongoing accountability to department heads, provosts, yearly reviews, tenure/promotion committees, advisors, journal/book editors, and other academic audiences. However, the Morris Justice Project decided as a group that engaging in academic discourses would not be a priority. Our first priority was to have our work available to and held accountable by our South Bronx neighborhood and, additionally, the groups involved with police reform activism across the city. Given the growing intensity of the police reform movement at the time – all that was happening through grassroots organizing, lawsuits, and policy – it seemed that communicating our findings with other academics was not as urgent nor did it hold the greatest potential to effect change. This commitment, while the right one for the project, was challenging for those of us located in the university who were seeking tenure, pursuing funding, going on the job market, or hitting other milestones along their graduate training (e.g. completing a dissertation). The type of impact we collectively sought and eventually had outside the academy was often not the kind of impact most valued inside the academy (e.g. impact factor, citations). Nevertheless, by divesting in university discourse we gained greater momentum to concentrate on our community efforts.

Holding research accountable to community is not something that happens as the final phase before completing a project; it begins at the very inception and then continues throughout. It starts with strong and diverse participatory spaces that are conducive to critical conversations and caring relationships. From there it extends into constructing grounded research questions/methods in order to gather useful information for deeper understanding and future actions. In other words, it creates participatory research spaces where community members can effectively contribute their
expertise and offer their knowledge. For the Morris Justice Project, this started that very first summer in the basement of the local public library during what we called our “research camp,” where we engaged deep conversations, began unpacking our assumptions, and educated each other about policing. Our expectations varied, though it was nearly everyone’s first “real” research project. Some “didn’t know what it was going to be like – a clean slate” (Fawn) and others “took research methods in school but assumed it would be more on paper and less outside, walking around, asking questions, taking pictures” (Prakriti). All of us believed this version of community-engaged inquiry “is how research should be done because you are not just getting one-sided information: you have the opportunity to speak with both sides and the information is coming from the actual people who are affected by the police” (Paul).

Our home as a survey/interview development and sampling strategy. During the research camp, we learned that research was fundamentally about asking questions and seeking answers. Many of us were surprised that we already had some of the skills needed to become an effective researcher – we already were asking questions, we already had theories, and we already were close listeners and observers. We spent time describing what it was like living in the neighborhood, shared personal stories of struggle and joy, and learned about our similarities and differences. Our assumptions about each other, the issues, and research were challenged and complicated. Different guests came to educate us on the criminal justice system, our legal rights, NYPD policing policies, and statistics. Gradually, we recognized our working theories and began reframing the themes of our discussions into interview questions and survey items. After about 20 drafts, our survey was finalized, containing questions about experiences with and attitudes towards police as well as perceptions of the neighborhood. We also wrote a set of open-ended focus group questions covering the same topics as the survey (see Stoudt, 2012, and Stoudt et al., 2016, for more on participatory survey design). “The survey emerged organically from the group’s ideas” (Prakriti). “It was cool knowing that we really created the survey from the bottom up. We just created it from scratch as a group. It wasn’t just some symbolic activity – it was real” (Jan). An academically-oriented survey might, for example, use standardized scales with strong alphas to facilitate publication. For us, the ambition was to create a community-oriented survey (among other methods) from grounded expertise, unhinged by some of these academic concerns unless it served our larger purpose. It was not easy. “Trying to get the survey itself done, to form the survey, to get the right questions, to find out what you wanted to put in there, and imagine how people would respond to it. That was kind of tough. We’re just a few people trying to represent 42 blocks” (Jackie).

We were just a few people trying to represent the neighborhood, which is precisely why we first sought accountability by organizing a community advisory group and then sought input from our neighbors by systematically distributing the survey block by block. Our “homegrown” survey represented a document packed with our burning questions, assumptions, and concerns; it represented a first step in our attempt to start community conversations. “Handing out the survey was interesting. I could tell people it was something that I helped make. I had my feelings about how things were going, and now I could see do you agreed with me? What do you think?” (Jackie). We sampled by creating a relational space; an on-the-sidewalk, pen-and-clipboard process that encouraged neighbor-to-neighbor engagement. “We were surveying up and down each street, up and down each block. I loved it. You got to meet different people and people got to meet you. Just from seeing you on the block and maybe just waving. Then they know your name. You’d be surprised how many people were interested. And you got to hear other people’s battle stories of the street” (Jackie). It was important that those of us who lived in the neighborhood “put their stamp of approval on the research and claimed credit for the research. We made it clear that this was co-produced and accountable to the people who live right here – not the university, not the NYPD.”
(María). “When we were handing out the surveys, people walking by looked at me and they knew I wasn’t trying to sell them anything. They knew I was from the community. I think it would have been different if Brett or María tried to do this alone. People would have seen them differently” (Paul).

**Our home as an oscillating research process.** The Morris Justice Project initiated and maintained neighborhood accountability through an oscillating research design that intentionally sought expertise from our immediate research group and the larger community. Internally, we developed our survey and focus group questions and then created an external advisory group to get feedback. Internally, we finalized the survey and focus group questions and then externally we sampled the neighborhood. Internally, we analyzed our data and then, once a set of preliminary analyses emerged, we sought external interpretive help from residents in the neighborhood through a “community analysis” process. And so on. “It sort of pulsed – critical conversations in the group were followed by critical conversations outside the group, then back to us and out again. Seeking answers, getting answers, asking new questions and repeat – that was how our project worked” (Brett).

Our oscillating participatory design was deliberately structured to ground and strengthen our ongoing connection to the 42 blocks as well as enrich our iterative, exploratory analyses. We felt it made a difference in how the Morris Justice Project was understood by the community and improved the overall quality of our research. “I think the neighborhood has changed towards us. When we were giving out the surveys, people were like questioning us, ‘Why are you doing this? How is this going to do anything?’ Then last summer when we did the sidewalk science some people recognized us, ‘Oh you guys were the ones giving out the survey.’ And, ‘Oh, you’re still here?’ We see people wearing our t-shirts and buttons. Residents have ‘tweeted’ our events. I think a lot more people are aware now and I think they like what we are doing. We’ve grown neighborhood trust” (Prakriti). This is our best hope for the work: research with and for the community.

**Inductive and exploratory collaborative analysis.** The Morris Justice Project believes that research most useful for activist, political, and legislative agendas requires a commitment to strong social scientific practice and to creating research that can withstand critique and fill gaps in knowledge. As a result, we closely considered methodological validity (though not necessarily mainstream versions of validity), meaningful questions (research questions and survey/interview questions), sampling (who to collect information from and how to collect it), and analysis (collaborative analyses and pursuing outliers). Research for the Morris Justice Project was not an exercise in simply reproducing what we already “knew” nor was it about producing data for a specific organizing strategy or to further a particular advocacy campaign. Our research was a sincere pursuit of new knowledge on issues we were passionate about. We genuinely wanted to learn about the neighborhood and this took the form of an iterative, exploratory, open-ended research process that very much aligned with qualitative approaches (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2003). We even framed our quantitative work as an interpretive, subjective, and contextualized exercise (Byrne, 2002). Our entire research process was intended to be as inclusive and accessible as possible so that everyone could offer their knowledge and skills to the effort. Multiple methods were employed with the expectation that it would improve the quality of the research (Creswell, 2003) but also, from a PAR perspective, improve the potential usefulness and impact of the research. As strategies were built for participation throughout, no attempt was made to value one method or kind of data over another, whether quantitative or qualitative. Instead, our ambition was to understand the issues as deeply as possible by continually threading multiple ways of knowing into an ongoing whole. We highlight in this section our collaborative analyses of the survey as well as our analysis across multiple data that ultimately was done with and for the community.
Collaborative analysis of the survey. Our commitment to participatory exploration can be illustrated by looking closely at our survey analysis. Once the surveys were collected, we entered the data into SPSS and began analyses as a collective. Those of us living in the neighborhood had intimate knowledge, expertise, and theories about what the numbers might mean. So we analyzed the data collaboratively using a set of participatory analysis techniques that Brett calls “stats-n-action” (Stoudt, 2014, 2016). Data, numbers, survey items, graphs, crosstabs—all took on a different significance because they were derived from OUR survey within OUR neighborhood. “To me the stats-n-action part was so amazing because at first, never doing this before, and somebody throwing a graph up there, a chart on the wall and all you see is 65% of this—you might see it was black, you might see it was Hispanic or an age thing but really, all it looked like was just numbers and a chart. NOW, I knew what that number meant. I KNEW that percentage, they were people in my neighborhood! Because it was my neighborhood that we did the research in—a 42 block radius—I knew that little kid, I watched him grow up. And I knew when he hit 12 or 14 that he was one of the young men in the 12-16 or that 16-21 group we aggregated. I knew somebody in each group we looked at. Even I fit under a category. It wasn’t just a chart now, I was somewhere up in there. My name was up there—you just can’t see it” (Jackie). The strategies for analysis varied but were intended to be interactive, flexible, inductive, and driven by conversations with the group. “I remember when we were in the library and Brett was throwing graphs on the wall and we would ask questions, wanting to know how the numbers changed when we looked at different groups—can you add women in that? Can you add children?” (Cory). This collaborative approach to quantitative analysis helped us understand the neighborhood beyond our personal experience. “I was going through stuff [police harassment] with my son but I didn’t know so many other people on the other side of the gate [of my building’s courtyard] were going through it too. If I didn’t have sons, I wouldn’t know any of this. So seeing those percentages showed me what others were going through” (Jackie).

Our ambition was to cultivate fundamentally collaborative interpretative spaces throughout the project. We were reminded of the value of these spaces when we stumbled, at first, in our attempt to analyze the open-ended survey question, “What would you like to say or ask of the police who patrol your neighborhood?” Over 800 respondents answered this question—too many responses for everyone in the project to read and discuss. Instead, we developed a method we called “micro coding.” A few of us took responsibility to read all of the responses and thematically organize them into smaller primary codes (from over 800 responses to slightly over 100 codes). Then, we created an activity to facilitate a consolidation of the 100 codes into 10-15 higher order themes. At first, we anticipated that everyone in the group would attempt the thematic coding on their own and then we would reconcile differences that emerged in the group through discussion. “We had previously done a fair amount of collaborative thematic analysis with data gathered through other methods, so it seemed speeding up this round of analysis with everyone doing some at home made sense” (María). However, the group struggled with this as an individual exercise, and soon texts poured in asking for a group analysis meeting. We were accustomed to collaborative analyses, so we revised our process to reflect the interpretive culture we found most comfortable. “Once we went from being alone to splitting into a number of smaller groups—the exercise flourished. The themes came alive. The room got loud. Ideas were flowing” (Brett).
Collaborative analysis across multiple data. In addition to analyzing the data produced from our survey, we analyzed NYPD data mapped onto the 42 blocks of our neighborhood as well as NYPD data mapped throughout the city. We used this official public data to reframe and speak back to the dominant narrative, questioning its validity and comparing it against our interpretations. Juxtaposing our research with public datasets, we “come to the table with data” (Brett), demystifying the power of evidence-based policy and “earning” a spot to speak back a counter story using the dominant language of our neoliberal institutions. “I definitely learned the issue is bigger than the Bronx. Data can be manipulated sometimes. When you look at the police data and then the data that we collected, you see disparities. I’ve learned that not everything is actually the way it appears. Because even when we took some of the NYPD’s statistics and we analyzed it, we realized this can’t be right. What has always been very surprising to me is the amount of time people were stopped by police versus how seldom people have actually committed a crime, or a weapon was uncovered. Those numbers are very off. Somebody has to realize in the police department that something is wrong here and it needs to be corrected as soon as possible. They have to open their eyes and take light of the data that we have provided” (Paul).

We also collected and analyzed qualitative data from a series of methods including community safety photographs, focus groups, and interviews. Analyzing it all together through the multiple methods helped us draw connections, go deeper, strengthen our sense of validity, and come to new ways of understanding our data. “I was reading the answers of the open-ended questions in the survey and then looking at the written responses from the community safety pictures. The survey responses were collected a year before the pictures but there are a lot of similarities across the different data, like people saying they want respect. I wasn’t expecting to see these connections. It suggests things still haven’t changed and the issue is as relevant today as it was a year ago” (Prakriti).

Collaborative analysis with and for the community. Our multi-methods data gave us varied results but preliminary patterns definitely emerged. It was then time to move these stories out of the Morris Justice research team and into the neighborhood through what we call “community analysis.” We designed a community analysis process to seek out residents’ interpretation of our preliminary data. A booklet was created that laid out a set of four broad questions and data that related to those questions. We took these booklets to the streets and held conversations on the same blocks where we had sampled. These were sincere consulting conversations. This was not a moment to educate, it was a moment to gain interpretive insight into our data from another set of perspectives. The conversations helped us reconcile some of the data we were not sure how to interpret (e.g. the frequent endorsement of middle values for some survey items). The interviews were recorded and the interpretations were incorporated back into our collective analysis.

Through our multiple methods and our iterative, oscillating, exploratory process that moved between our group and the larger community, we ultimately agreed upon a first set of important
results. We felt an urgency to produce something that would speak to the lawyers, politicians, and community organizers working towards reform, and most importantly, that would speak clearly and directly to the 42-blocks from where we gathered our data. We wanted to present our findings in an accessible and interesting way but one unlike a flyer (that might be thrown away) or a formal report (that might never be opened). Given all of these considerations and inspired by the fashion of young men in the neighborhood, we decided to produce a postcard sized “back pocket report” that unfolded into a colorful informative poster. We could distribute it on the sidewalk and it could slip easily into pockets rather than garbage cans. “We made a short list of our key stats and quotes to include. We worried that people might not want to read a long report. But if it was something they could put into their back pocket and not throw away, then that might spark conversation. We hoped it might help inform them about what other people think in the neighborhood” (Cory). “The back pocket report let the community know this came from you all. Without your input we wouldn’t have had this. Remember last year when you took the survey – okay – so now you get to see what we learned” (Jackie). In this way, our back pocket report was not only a localized strategy to communicate our findings, it was a strategy to continue facilitating the community conversation on policing, an action that grew from our research.

Commitment to action at multiple scales. Given the iterative, exploratory design, it is not always easy or meaningful for the Morris Justice Project to find clear distinctions between what is research and what is action, nor is it the case that research always precedes action. For example, we created opportunities to educate others about local resources during the process of gathering surveys in the neighborhood. Similarly, action-oriented activities to distribute the research findings in the neighborhood also doubled as moments for further data collection. Social research as a process can be a form of action and some actions can produce valuable information. Our clear and constant commitment, however, was not only to conduct strong research but also to braid research and action throughout the process of our work.

The Morris Justice Project was intentionally designed to engage deeply in a small section of NYC that was highly impacted by the city’s aggressive policing policies, so that the research and action would always be grounded in a local community even as it spoke across the city. Our research collective held three simultaneous commitments in solidarity with the citywide police reform movement as they challenged the NYPD, the city administration, and the state government: finding strategies to engage residents in the data produced by their neighborhood; findings strategies to amplify the stories and concerns of residents in the neighborhood out across the city; finding strategies to bring information back to the neighborhood from others across the city. This research-action design allowed for the collection of large amounts of information and the direct delivery of that information back, in a reasonably comprehensive way through education, neighborhood activism, legal support, and relationship building with local residents and community organizations. At the same time, this design allowed for the collection of information that had relevance beyond the local and helped us establish strong, reciprocal connections with a host of citywide activities including grassroots activism, legislation, and lawsuits. The following are some of the research-activism pathways using what we call “sidewalk science” as a set of strategies to reclaim our “right to the city” (Mitchell, 2003). This section describes how we used sidewalk science as action for the neighborhood and with the neighborhood, through an emergent process that can be used to challenge privilege and speak out from the neighborhood in ways that support and contribute to policy change.

Sidewalk science as action for the neighborhood. “Sidewalk science,” a series of interactive installations we held on the streets to both share and collect data, represents perhaps our most significant attempt at research-oriented activism as a way to directly speak with the
neighborhood from which the data were derived. As an act of both solidarity and education, we hoped it would broaden the social understanding of where one lives while deepening political analysis and engagement. Sidewalk science offered ongoing opportunities for residents across the blocks to learn about the project’s findings, find themselves in the neighborhood data, gain awareness of the legal/political activities that emerged out of the police reform movement, discover ways to get involved and, most importantly, to engage in face to face discussions about policing and safety. These were moments of public dialogue and community solidarity linking a diversity of perspectives, people, ages, and experiences.

One example of sidewalk science involved the Morris Justice Project’s partnership with a roving activist art group called the “Illuminator.” Using a large projector fastened to the roof of a van, the Illuminator beamed our survey findings, as well as a documentary short and advocacy clip about stop-and-frisk, onto the side of a 20-story public housing building located in the neighborhood. The event began with a drumming and dance performance by Bambayo, a local Afro-Latino cultural group, to gather an audience and ended with a “know your rights” training that spurred a vibrant discussion amongst a sizable crowd. Our findings were displayed in the form of an open letter to the NYPD that used both our qualitative and quantitative data to describe the level of police harassment in the neighborhood and asserted that this was a community that residents cared about and called home. The projection was cut short by the NYPD near the end of one of the film shorts that followed our open letter.

“The illuminator, that was like calling batman, you had to see it! When they put the big light with the round circle. We were out there letting the neighborhood know in bright lights what we were about, what our survey was about, what the outcome of the survey was, what the people gave to us. And when we passed the brochures around letting everyone know what the survey was. And our letter shown so large on the side of the building, we’re narrating it ourselves, taking turns over the loudspeaker. We had dancers out there and it was right in the heart of my neighborhood. Right in the heart! People were getting off from work, looking – you couldn’t help but stop. You had to STOP. Even the police had to STOP. LOOK. And it made such an impact that we had people from downtown involved – it wasn’t just Black and Spanish people, it was White, it was different nationalities, that stood for the cause. These are people who didn’t even know who we were, but they came out to back us up. They came to stand up for us and that some of us in the neighborhood feel like somebody does care” (Jackie). “It brought out the community first and then it brought other people that came to support us. And it brought the police out” (Nadine). “The police showed up [from two precincts and with six empty police vans] and they tried to stop us, and that confirmed even more the issue we were studying” (Prakriti). “The Illuminator – that’s really how you have a conversation with people – that was a public conversation” (Cory).
Sidewalk Science as action with the neighborhood. While the Illuminator was a single event, each summer/fall we also held ongoing sidewalk science sessions over several months in different sections of the neighborhood. Similar to the sampling strategy used to gather surveys, we systematically chose representative street corners throughout the neighborhood and set up multi-activity “stations.” For example, during the first summer one station provided a timeline of the project that displayed our purpose, research, and action activities. Another was filled with educational information to take such as the pocket report, flyers about the relevant lawsuits/political activities, “know your rights” pamphlets, ways to get involved, and voter registration forms. A third station involved a large map of the neighborhood showing the number of recorded NYPD police stops from the previous year by street and street corner. People passing by were asked how they made sense of the information in the map and were encouraged to write their responses directly onto the map. And because conversations on the corners regularly brought up questions of safety, we created a fourth station that asked, “What does community safety look like?” Residents wrote responses on a whiteboard and then were invited to pose for a picture holding it (in whatever manor they chose, revealing or hiding their faces). Two photos were printed on the spot, one for the person and the other displayed on a “community safety wall” that grew with every sidewalk science session. We gave t-shirts and buttons that displayed our data to all who stopped and we had chalk that children and others used to mark up the sidewalk with data, thoughts, and desires.

All of these activities were designed to generate public discussion, promote education, and inspire action. “I enjoyed every bit of our sidewalk science – so many people were interested! I think a lot of people learned a lot and I think they carried the work and shared it with others. My technique to get people to stop was to say we have some information on the NYPD if you’re interested, and maybe we can get your input on it and if there’s anything you’d like changed. Of course I would then tell them a little bit about what I’ve been through. I think that opened them up even more, once they heard what you’ve been through or what you’ve done” (Fawn). “It was great just talking to the little kids and handing out the t-shirts that said on the front, “It’s not a crime to be who you are” or “Why do I always fit the description?” and on the back, listed the number of police stops in our neighborhood that year” (Jackie). “It was fun for people who stopped because we were asking them to take a picture. We had t-shirts and we were giving out things, so it was a little easier than when we were asking them to fill out the surveys. The first day we did it we weren’t sure if we were allowed to tie things to fences, or even if we were allowed to chalk things on the sidewalk. We also wondered if it would attract people but people stopped, and they took pictures and it worked” (Prakriti). “It was incredible to see the power that the data had for generating conversations among people living right next to each other but who didn’t really know each other. People would point to their blocks and compare numbers and would debate why police focused on some corners and not
others. It was not uncommon for people to spend time with us, leave, and then come back 10 minutes later with friends and family in tow. It was a chance to see and re-see, to name patterns, and to have your individual experiences validated and contextualized in a much broader, collective context” (María). “For me, my favorite moments about sidewalk science were the opportunities to talk with people who disagreed with our findings and interpretations – the counter stories, the people who took the other side from my own. I remember talking with a man who identified as an African immigrant. He described some of the cultural tensions in the neighborhood, some of what he called the ‘rowdiness’ and the need for police. He respectfully examined our sidewalk science stations but took issue with our interpretations. We had a great discussion about the neighborhood, about police, about schools, about politics, about cultural differences – we shook hands at the end. I loved it” (Brett).

**Sidewalk science as emergent action.** Over time our research encouraged us to expand our questions beyond police practices. We heard from our community conversations that community safety was about the desire to live life with security and integrity, it was about housing and gentrification, it was about jobs, recreation, and opportunities, it was about education and public health. The expansion of our research was tracked in our sidewalk science. In the first summer after we finished our pocket report we focused on stop-and-frisk, which at nearly 700,000 stops the previous year was a burning issue for poor communities of color and the reason the Morris Justice Project began. As we learned more, our sidewalk science sessions expanded to explore with the community the larger issue of “Broken Windows” policing, and we spent more time focusing on “community safety.” And as our work continued, we began to think with neighbors about what healthy communities might look like with less police, we thought about school resources and discipline, we unpacked neighborhood housing policy and future neighborhood development. In other words, we began to explore the circuits of dispossession connected to neoliberalism (Fine & Ruglis, 2009; Harvey, 2007), strategies for resistance, and sustainable solutions.

Our sidewalk science activities were reimagined to meet the shifts in our research and the evolution of policing in the City. In 2014, Bill de Blasio was elected Mayor on a reform stop-and-frisk platform. He in turn appointed William Bratton Commissioner of the NYPD. Bratton is widely known as “the father” of Broken Windows policing and the person who introduced the practice to NYC in the 1990s during his first time as commissioner of the NYPD (Camp & Heatherton, 2016). The new administration shifted the narrative around policing in the City replacing commonly known “stop-and-frisk” with less familiar “Broken Windows.” Soon thereafter the number of recorded police stops fell drastically. The drop, while widely publicized, did not resonate with experiences of policing by residents in poor communities or communities of color. All of these changes presented an important opportunity for sidewalk science.

Working with the artist Evan Bissell, who joined the Morris Justice Project for two summers to deepen his learning about PAR, we created a series of large posters that explained and questioned the philosophy of Broken Windows. The posters featured portraits of Morris Justice researchers with “We are Not a Broken Window” emblazoned across the bottom, and underneath, a collectively written paragraph defining Broken Windows, connecting it to stop-and-frisk, challenging its effectiveness, and clarifying the real material needs of the neighborhood (jobs, affordable housing, quality schools, etc.). We wheat-pasted near “life size” versions of the poster all over the neighborhood. We distributed smaller sized posters to local businesses, and we taped the smaller version on doorways, lampposts, fences, and any other surface we could access. By placing ourselves in the poster, we hoped to personalize the action, grounding it in the neighborhood, and continuing to invite community conversation. “I’ve lived up and down these 42 blocks. I know people. My kids grew up here. My cousin’s kids grew up here. It meant a lot to communicate this way. It stood for
something rooted in our neighborhood. Some people put up the posters in their stores and windows. And then my kid was like, ‘Ma, someone said they seen you up on the door’” (Jackie). “I was at the doctor and the nurse said, ‘I know you, I saw you, I saw your huge image on the wall while walking to work’” (Nadine). “Yeah, my friend called me up and said, ‘you famous. I see you on a door inside my building!’” (Fawn).

**Sidewalk science as action challenging privilege.** As our sidewalk science expanded, so did our understanding of possible audiences. Yankees Stadium held a complicated and contested presence throughout our research, though we never directly engaged it during the first few years of the project. It was a tourist destination largely used by people from outside of the South Bronx who could afford to spend hundreds of dollars on baseball tickets, craft beer, and gourmet food. Our data suggested that residents understood the increased police presence during game days as a strategy to “protect” Yankee fans from the “ghetto” just outside the stadium walls. The Morris Justice Project decided to design a sidewalk science session to deliver an open letter from our data to the thousands of Yankees fans who flood the neighborhood on game days. We created “Dear Baseball Fan,” a card that we handed out to over 2,000 people entering the stadium over two games – representing the number of neighbors we had engaged with our survey and various methods. The front of the card had what looked like an official Yankees logo but closer inspection revealed that the Uncle Sam hat was replaced by a police hat and the “Yankees” lettering was replaced by “Broken Windows.” “We wanted people to think they were getting something Yankees related as they were walking to the stadium. It was Derek Jeter’s last home games, so people were eager to have collector’s items” (Brett). Inside the card was a collectively written letter that confronted and reframed the false assumptions of the neighborhood held by many fans, assumptions that mirrored the City’s justification of its use of Broken Windows policing in communities of color.

Our writing attempted to redirect the racist causal narrative that positioned South Bronx residents as “the problem” with a narrative that, instead, re-places neighborhood problems with problematic discriminatory policies that, for example, concentrate investments in aggressive policing and surveillance rather than policies that create the material conditions for flourishing. “The Yankee Stadium thing. I just have funny memories. The fans were excited to get the letter at first. And then a few of them – like when I started to explain what it is we were doing – they were kind of like, ‘Oh. I thought it was something else.’ Like the look on their face – we interrupted their steady walk into the stadium – but for the most part they let me finish my pitch, and they didn’t toss them” (Anthony). And that was exactly the point. We attempted a critical interruption to awaken a “sense of injustice” (Deutsch & Steil, 1998; Stoudt, Fox & Fine, 2011) as they entered the stadium. “We walked around the stadium to pick up any letters thrown on the ground and surprisingly, hardly any
were. And my friend who works in the stadium said she saw people reading them. After the game she only found one on the ground, and it had $200 in it!” (Fawn).

**Sidewalk science as action from the neighborhood.** What makes sidewalk science unique is the way it connects to grassroots research and organizing. “Sidewalk science is grounded in data. Our activities, our purpose is to produce a collective discussion through the aggregated voices collected in our data” (María). Our sidewalk science activities/products were purposely data-driven for use within the South Bronx and beyond. For example, we produced “Public Science Shorts” – a series of small videos featuring our most important findings that could be easily shared through social media. We created an online presence through twitter, tumblr, and a daily courtroom blog during the Floyd trial, one of the three federal lawsuits claiming racial discrimination in the NYPD’s use of stop-and-frisk. The virtual forms of sidewalk science amplified our findings from the sidewalks of the South Bronx across the city and expressed support, solidarity, and the usefulness of community data to/for/with the police reform movement. It helped us establish strong and reciprocal relationships with a host of citywide activities, including grassroots activism, legislation, and lawsuits. By connecting to the larger movement we were able to act locally and citywide, expanding our networks, relationships, accountability structures, contributions, and ultimately, our impact.

During the first several years of our project, the police reform movement in NYC organized itself, grew, and ultimately became very powerful citywide. Its marquee initiatives at the time included several class action lawsuits, a set of bills proposed in the NY City Council, and a focus on making the NYC mayoral campaign about a referendum on the policing tactics of the previous administration. Significantly, Jackie and Fawn became co-plaintiffs in *Ligon, et al. v. City of New York*, et al., one of the high profile class action lawsuits regarding the NYPD’s “Operation Clean Halls” program (their case was recently cited by Supreme Court Justice Sotomayor in her *Utah v. Strieff* dissent on expanding police rights to search.). In combination with another high profile class action lawsuit (*Floyd et al. v. City of New York, et al.*), rallying at the courtroom with many other groups became an important demonstration of solidarity for us. “When we went to the court, that was the first time I actually sat in a real courtroom. And I gave a public speech outside the courthouse. I’m not a public speaker. It was scary. But when the crowd chimed in or yelled out as I was speaking our data – like call and response – I thought wow people really care” (Prakriti).

With Morris Justice Project signs, buttons, t-shirts, posters, and flyers, many of us sat in on the trials, attended important City Council votes, and represented the project at City Hall rallies and press conferences. We spoke about the findings at local town halls, block parties, and through various media outlets (e.g. journalists, documentary shorts, television). These events provided opportunities to speak with mayoral candidates, City Council members, and other local politicians. One City Council member – the co-sponsor of the police reform legislation – grabbed our sign with the quote, “It’s not a crime to be who you are” (a quote grounded in our neighborhood conversations) at a rally and then continued to incorporate it in subsequent speeches. He blogged about the Morris Justice Project and later wrote to thank us after the legislation passed. Our participation in actions continued as demonstrations and protests grew in response to the murders of Eric Garner, Akai Gurley, Michael Brown, Freddie Gray, and too many others.

**Reframing the Community-University Borderlands: The Structures We Navigate to Conduct Collaborative Research Partnerships**

Community-university research partnerships stretch the borders of the university. At worst, this extends or colludes with postcolonial/imperial logics. At best, it moves forward liberatory
activities that seek to educate for social justice and radically change neoliberal structures. In this section we reflect on what it means to bridge the university, specifically the City University of New York, with the Morris Justice neighborhood in ways that can offer decolonizing and radically transformative research possibilities. We ask what personal, community, and university negotiations are needed as groundwork to create and sustain community-university research partnerships that resist the reproduction of violence against marginalized communities? What are the ways that participatory action research, like the Morris Justice Project, can be understood as a university intervention rather than the more typical though unfortunate framing of community intervention? This section begins by exploring the ways we navigated the “community university” and ends by discussing how we pried open uncommon university spaces.

Navigating the “Community University”

One of the gifts of the Morris Justice Project was the necessity to conduct nearly every aspect of the research in “the community” – in the neighborhood itself. Bringing the university to the community was not without challenges. “In many ways it’s is easier to do research at the university. We have office space, we have supplies, we have technologies all right there. But research like Morris Justice can’t happen in our offices – we need to transport everything to the South Bronx. Many of the activities for the meeting need to be prepared beforehand – often with a smaller group of the larger collective. Printouts, data transcripts, statistical output plus the speakers, computer, projector, we even have a printer and button-maker – all need to be portable and brought with us. Though it shouldn’t be mistaken for a redistribution, we’re really taking the university and some of its resources to the South Bronx” (Brett). Reimagining and reshaping the site for the production of public science through participatory action research is an investment that takes into account a host of considerations. In this section we address the negotiations that needed to take place in our respective communities – in the South Bronx and at the university – in order to build what might (perhaps too generously) be called a “community university.” For the Morris Justice Project, there were four prominent areas that required concentrated negotiation: home, community space, neighborhood surveillance, and university accountability structures.

Negotiating home. In order for our community-university partnership to begin and flourish, everyone involved had to negotiate an ongoing set of expectations, values, limits, and possibilities in their home environments. In our complicated lives, one major challenge involved negotiating a sense of competing work/family responsibilities from “making sure my husband and boys are fed” (Jackie) to “running errands for my grandmother” (Anthony) to “having to work late on the weekdays” (Paul) to “making sure I see my son before he goes to bed” (María). There were competing hospital stays, court dates, and commuting distances. The time, energy, and even financial commitment to the Morris Justice Project were often significant to us personally and to our families, and they sometimes put a strain on our jobs. Participating in research-activism requires sacrifices and sometimes, for some of us, a keen awareness of negotiating neighborhood risks. “I just need to stay on the straight and narrow. I know there are certain areas not to be in so I don’t have to come across the police. It’s basically, you know, doing what I have to do to stay out of trouble. In turn that helps me to be able to meet up with you all – and you know, get to work. I just got a keep my cool” (Anthony).

Not all of our families understood why we were spending so much time with the research collective. “My mom doesn’t understand why I’m involved in this project. She doesn’t see my purpose in this – I’m not a black male. She doesn’t like when we have evening meetings and I have to walk home alone at night. I’m a first generation immigrant who moved from Bangladesh to the South Bronx when I was very little. I’m not married, I don’t want to get married yet, maybe ever, but
my parents, rooted in tradition, tried to make arrangements over the years” (Prakriti). And while everyone involved with the Morris Justice Project has stories of personal hardships and family sacrifice that they had to negotiate in order to continue their participation, the deep sense of purpose kept each of us returning. “Anything worthwhile is worth working for, waiting for, and doing whatever is necessary to get it. You’ve got to fight for a lot of things you want and need. Somebody’s got to do it, right?” (Jackie).

Negotiating community space. Negotiating space was an ongoing challenge for the Morris Justice Project. At first we were able to build a relationship with a librarian who allowed us to use space in the local library. After she left, her predecessor felt we were “too political” and it became more difficult to use the coveted basement community room. “I truly don’t think our project would have gotten off the ground without having the library basement as our primary meeting room” (Brett). “There is just no inside public space to have a conversation. You can’t have a community conversation unless you are standing on the corner. And if you are standing on the corner, then you’ll get pulled over by the police!” (Cory). “Sometimes this local organization that we’ve established a relationship with lets us reserve rooms but it requires them to open the locked door for us and then find someone willing to stay after hours until we leave. That’s a lot for them. More typically, we have to use the backroom of a bar over by the stadium but the music is loud and during game days can be crowded. But we’ve made the best of it – Yankees Tavern has our orders memorized!” (Maria). “Why do they encourage the bullshit and shoot down the positive – why aren’t there places for us to spend time positively in our own community?” (Anthony). Our struggle for space was reflected repeatedly across our data and directly connected to the very purpose of our project.

Whether claiming “public space” in a restaurant or local bar, or the courtyard of the imposing Bronx Criminal Courthouse (before it was fenced off), we often found ourselves “taking” space for our own purposes without notice. We have to negotiate the risk of doing this every time for each other and for others outside our group. For example, before our unannounced “Illuminator” event, Jackie alerted neighbors that used the area. “I knew because of our action the police might come out – and I was right, they did – and you know, different people would be attending, like white folks from outside the neighborhood. So I didn’t want nobody to feel like they were going to get busted or anything like that. And if that happened I didn’t want it considered OUR fault, being that we live in the area. So I just went on and gave them a heads up. Because these are people I see every day” (Jackie). Jackie’s contextual expertise assured the continued survival and effectiveness of our work, as well elevating our ethical practice.

Negotiating neighborhood surveillance. Negotiating the fear of surveillance for associating with the Morris Justice Project emerged as another major challenge for the continuation of our community-based research. At the beginning of the project there were many young men from the neighborhood who played a vital role in deciding the overall design of the project as well in developing our survey and interview protocols. However, as time went on, some became increasingly concerned about how their association with the research would position them in relationship to their peers. For example, several of the young men did not want to meet in a church space just south of the neighborhood after we lost our space in the library. “Some of them just didn’t feel safe meeting down there. They’re from this part of the neighborhood. It wouldn’t be good for them to be seen down there” (Fawn). “Being young and in these areas, you know, certain areas you just don’t go in. Some kids, because they don’t have anything, they get serious about their
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2 We are grateful to Dawn Holloway, the local Library Manager who believed in running a public library for and with the local community. She supported our research with space, time, assistance, and expertise.
territory. So you’re not just going to walk in there without them knowing what you're there for. And then if you walk in there with a bunch of white people, and then later the police come, the first thing people will say is ‘they set em up – a snitch.’ It just gets out of hand” (Nadine). “People jump to conclusions very quickly without finding out what’s going on. The kids don’t want that extra pressure” (Anthony). The very real consequences of being watched caused a threat that, at times, impeded Morris Justice members from participating. “It can turn violent. I remember that one time we were having a Morris Justice meeting in the library. We took a break and I was smoking outside. My son and his friends from the meeting were taking a break with me. And from the other side of the street a group of guys came running towards us and flashed their gun. I screamed and closed the library door” (Fawn).

When it came time to distribute the survey, most of the young men felt it was too risky to participate. It simply felt too uncomfortable to walk around the neighborhood and ask questions about policing. “Our young men were constantly being stopped, the police coming into their building complexes and courtyards – so they didn’t even feel safe at home. The police were harassing them, picking on them, knowing their names personally. It got to the point in our project for them that being so out there in public, walking here and there and talking to people – it just felt like too much. The police already know who they were and now they’re asking questions about the police department? So a lot of them said no, they were going through enough already” (Jackie). “The police knew our kids by name. They knew me by name. ‘Hi Miss Bracy,’ they would say. You don’t know me like that. They were trying to intimidate us – like I know who you are and what you’re doing. The boys in the group worried that the police would specifically target them if they knew they were involved in a group criticizing policing” (Fawn). “They didn’t want their pictures taken. They didn’t want their image filmed. They didn’t want their names attached to the project. There was just so much to risk for them” (Nadine).

As community resistance to stop-and-frisk escalated and police responses intensified, it continued to feel too unsafe for young men to join or rejoin the research. “I have tried to bring my son around to the Morris Justice Project on several different occasions. He’s a little nervous. He thinks he might be coming home from school and because the police recognize him for participating, they might retaliate for him being a part of this. So he’s a little nervous being the one to step up. I don’t want to force him to do anything. As long as he has me, he can voice his opinions and I will always bring them to the table – and maybe one day he’ll get involved” (Paul). The absence of the young men was filled with care by adults in the group – mothers and fathers with teenage children – who stayed involved on their behalf. “I’m an adult. I don’t care if the police target me. I stayed in for them. I represented them” (Fawn). “I stuck around not only on their behalf, on my behalf and on their behalf. I had to represent them, we had to represent them. Some of them have parents that unfortunately just don’t give a damn. So you have to stay and represent everybody, not only representing mines I am trying to represent the next one too – so it will be a lot better for all of us” (Jackie). The Morris Justice Project was able to continue infusing the expert knowledge of young people in a way that was safe and responsible through the advocacy of adults.

Negotiating the university accountability structures. Community-university research like the Morris Justice Project, required “prep work” and sacrifice within the environments we each lived. We all needed to negotiate structures on behalf of the project, to maintain it, and to prevent it from hurting, misrepresenting, or exploiting marginalized communities. This happened in the community but it also happened in the university. One of the primary structures that Brett, María and their students needed to negotiate – the environment that they most often contended with – was the university.
Brett and María approached this partnership committed to “public science,” a praxis of community-engaged scholarship for social justice. However, being a publicly oriented scholar or identifying as a scholar-activist is often discouraged and deemed inappropriate for “professional” university researchers – particularly pre-tenure. The priorities of the university incentivize a limited strand of research. To conduct long-term, collaborative, community engaged research for the explicit purposes of documenting oppressive policies and promoting social justice, is generally pursued despite, not because of, the norms and expectations of the university. Moreover, if pursued, it is done within the limits and contortions required for tenure, promotion, and the overall standards of achievement in academia (Fine, 2007). It is seldom good for academic advancement and generally relegated to the margins of most social science disciplines. “The work we pursued was slow, longitudinal, not funded with large government grants. It was truly collaborative which meant it went in directions we had not anticipated and wasn't necessarily conducive to what the university required of me. We knew we would not and could not publish quickly and, besides, publishing for an academic audience was not our first priority. The methods we used were not standardized, experimental, or always quantitative. We did not claim objectivity. We took a stand to advocate for social justice. This is not a recipe for huge university accolades and that's certainly okay. However, María and I are still both university professors with a large amount of teaching and mentoring commitments. Our paychecks and promotions exist within the current neoliberal logic that has a strong hold within higher education in the United States. As a result, doing this type of research is something not always easily managed within the written and unwritten expectations of university employment and within our academic disciplines. María and I, along with all the students who joined us throughout the years, have been extremely fortunate to work within the protective umbrella of the Public Science Project” (Brett).

The Morris Justice Project is situated inside an ongoing university based intervention known as the Public Science Project. This particular intervention is a research collective of scholars officially established in 2008 at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York and designed to cultivate, teach, innovate, and in general advance public scholarship rooted in the values and practices of critical participatory action research. The mission of the Public Science Project is to be a safe professional shelter within an increasingly neoliberalized university mired with shrinking budgets, centralized control, increased scrutiny, and greater expectations. It attempts to pry open, keep lifted, and push forward university spaces for “scholar activists” to do high quality research about socially relevant topics that can help assist/create change. It attempts to serve as an ethically accountable bridge for university-community partnerships designed to advocate for fairer, more tolerable human conditions. At times, like with the Morris Justice Project, it has even served to financially support this work when other granting agencies were unwilling.

University-community partnerships are potential sites of violence even for the most well-intentioned academics. Resistance to structural violence of university research requires coalitions of scholars to reform from within their professional homes and build solidarities across academic networks (see urbanresearchnetwork.org). This also requires that participatory researchers inside the university find ways to navigate around (not collude with) the narrowly defined versions of scholarship, knowledge, or expertise. Brett, María, and their students were able to more freely navigate the confines of academia because of the resources, opportunities, and legitimacy provided by the Public Science Project. In this way, the Morris Justice Project emerged out of and has been sustained by the spaces pried open from this important, ongoing university-based intervention.

Prying Open Uncommon University Spaces
Good participatory research interferes with university status quo. South Bronx community members invited university professors and students into their neighborhood—a home—in order to construct a locally oriented research-activist partnership. In this way, the Morris Justice Project was designed to engage community-based research and action towards police reform. Police reform was the primary ambition and our project helped contribute to personal, community, and institutional change. However, with the help of the Public Science Project, university professors and students also invited South Bronx community members into their academic “home” and by doing so the Morris Justice Project served as an intervention of university spaces that are traditionally exclusionary. After the first few years of our project, we sought to communicate with/to university audiences through traditional academic activities such as publishing, presenting, and educating. By doing this, we often found it challenging to convince the academy (and other institutions of power) that we were an authentic collective who co-constructed knowledge, that we had valuable expertise to teach, and that we had important scholarship to contribute. In this section we illustrate these challenges in more detail.

**Yes, we co-constructed knowledge.** As a collective, the Morris Justice Project had serious concerns about how the central values and normalized incentives of universities shape narrow research practices in ways that can promote structural violence against communities of color and other marginalized communities. Our counter response to that concern was the pursuit of public oriented science through participatory action research. We believe in the value of broad expertise, collaborative inquiry, democratic spaces, and the explicit joining of scholarship with activism. This is uncommonly practiced in the academy where intellectual contributions are more typically to emerge from individuals or small groups of individuals firmly rooted inside the university. University collaborations with partners outside the academy, like with independent community organizations or individuals, do not easily fit within the well-worn structures of the academy. For example, university ethical review boards overseeing research are not designed for the production of knowledge through “community” involvement (who are the “subjects?”) and grassroots activism (is this even research?). Ironically, these mandated institutionalized “ethics” make it more difficult (if not impossible) to conduct ethical research with (not on) communities.

The widely held notion that valid/ethical knowledge production is essentially an individual academic activity, rather than one that is inherently social and collective amongst many people in and potentially outside the university, has presented challenges for the Morris Justice Project. We are frequently forced to resist misinterpretations of our work that privileges the status of the involved academics while rendering those outside of the academy as invisible, irrelevant, assistants, or in need of assistance. For example, *The Monitor*, a professional magazine published by America Psychological Association (APA), did a feature article on the Morris Justice Project. While honored, we worried the “story” would twist Brett and María into a privileged trope: noble academics, venturing out to the wilds of the South Bronx to save a poor community of color. It is too inaccurate and uncomplicated to represent us this way. We insisted the journalist speak with and include in the article as many members of the Morris Justice collective as possible and to frame us all as “co-researchers.” With short notice, the magazine sent a professional photographer to photograph only Brett and María in the South Bronx. We resisted and invited the group, but given the timing only Jackie was able join. And though many photographs of the three of us were taken that day, the final magazine proof left Jackie out.

---

3 While we have, as a collective, invited each other into our actual homes, we are not here intending to create a false equivalency between “neighborhood home” and “university home.” The differences in vulnerability, power, and intimacy are not the same between these spaces.
Again, we resisted. We explained to the magazine that our approach strives to resist harmful research practices and representations. Too often, privileged academics have spoken about entering “communities of color” as if they were places in need of rescuing or intervention, rather than acknowledging, as in our case, collective outrage, shared fates, individual passions, and a deep sense of mutual implication. We have tried to instill this ethic with all those who have asked to work with us – whether journalists, lawyers, artists, or documentarians – by insisting they create strategies to enter our participatory space as partners. It is not always easy nor always fully possible, but it is the only way we can maintain the integrity of our collaboration. With *The Monitor* we were able to get the magazine photo changed (see photo below). It was a small win for community-based research. We were less successful at resisting patriarchy – the white male positioned in front of two women, windblown, “heroically” gazing at the sky.

![Photo](image)

*Source Credit: Monitor on Psychology, American Psychological Association*

What we often encounter is not malicious nor necessarily intentional exclusion but, rather, people operating within a limited and normalized (elitist) academic structure. People are generally unexposed to the values that participatory action researchers practice. Our most effective interventions, then, are vigilance, counter-hegemonic education, and persistence. We work for “small wins” – prying open and expanding small spaces to push forward the values of “scholar activists.” For the Morris Justice Project, we wanted to be understood as a collective. We wanted other academics to understand that we co-constructed knowledge together and that our research was not an individual “sport.” But the idea of a community-university research collective does not easily fit within academic standards.

**We have expertise to teach.** The Morris Justice Project challenged the ever-narrowing definitions of legitimate science as only conversations directed at other academics. Instead, we wished to promote the legitimacy of alternative types of scholarship. What do peer-reviewed conference presentations or journal articles mean for community-based researchers whose primary purpose is to engage in critical dialogue with other community members and a citywide police reform movement? After all, whose peers are reviewing? Once we decided to more directly disseminate our work to academic audiences through writing and presentations, we had to negotiate ways to do that collaboratively. Traveling as a collective is difficult and often costly. Preparing for a presentation or organizing everyone’s ideas into an article is difficult. Everything takes longer and is a bit more complicated. It requires a commitment to each other, the research, and the goals of co-constructed knowledge. We find ourselves better and more effective as a team. “It was meaningful to talk about the project for our article. It was really another stage of analysis” (Einat). Indeed, we learned that presenting and publishing have offered us new reflexive spaces for critical interpretation of our data and our research process. We have also made mistakes along the way. We came to realize
that our early presentations were divided unequally in ways that reproduced the supremacy of the university. The academics were tasked with explaining the technical parts of the research and the community members were tasked with describing their experience with police and the research process. We unwittingly enforced these roles on each other, as did our audiences. We now more consciously divide our talks in more complicated, less stereotypical ways.

On multiple occasions the Morris Justice Project has been invited to conduct workshops or give classroom/conference presentations with the explicit purpose of educating academic audiences about the process of doing participatory action research. What makes us unusual as scholars is that we are speaking with/from a deep, grounded, and long-term commitment to a 42 block neighborhood in the South Bronx. It is to this neighborhood, rather than to other professors or the university, that we hold our academic work primarily accountable. “Each and every time I speak about our project at a presentation, I believe that I’m giving the concerns of my neighborhood voice” (Paul). So the opportunity to teach academics about our work was particularly meaningful for us and, we think it is particularly worthwhile for the academic community to learn from the expertise of the South Bronx. “To find out that these colleges and professors were so interested in the way we went about doing our research and how they could do their own – making sure the community gets involved and catching the eyes of the police and politicians and all – it’s just amazing. It was great to talk to these very fancy audiences, be an example, maybe to help them see things differently” (Jackie). “It’s been uplifting for me because it was like wow – for me to be feeling like just some guy from the block to now doing presentations and getting all this positive feedback from like-minded individuals, you know, it’s like a good feeling. And when we first started presenting, my whole state of mind, I was a nervous wreck. But then the reception we got – I remember this one moment a person in the audience was so moved by what I said she handed me a letter afterwards telling me to ‘keep going, continue what I was doing.’ It was really emotional. I keep that letter in a very special place” (Anthony).

While the reception we have gotten has often been quite positive, academic spaces can be hostile to those assumed nonmembers. This presents a considerable impediment to the full participation of community researchers. For example, the Morris Justice Project was honored with an invitation to give a Presidential Address for Division 45 (Society for the Psychological Study of Culture, Ethnicity and Race) at the American Psychological Association’s (APA) annual conference. We often wear our Morris Justice t-shirts when presenting, the same ones we wear during our sidewalk science sessions. After the address we gathered outside, proudly taking pictures, celebrating our success, when a conference security guard stopped us and questioned if we belonged. Commenting on our shirts, the guard asked if we were protesting and told us to move to the
designated protest area. It deflated and then outraged us. We shared what happened with colleagues and, to the credit of many, we received an apology from the Chief Executive Officer of APA, Norman Anderson, who wrote, “I am writing to express my deepest and sincerest apology for the incident of racism and micro-aggression that occurred… needless to say, I was appalled…. This type of treatment of our attendees (or anyone) is totally unacceptable, is contrary to the core values of APA, and is disappointing and embarrassing to me personally.” We also spoke with the events manager and head of security of the convention center where the conference took place. While the events manager apologized, the head of security, though apologetic, was ultimately unwilling to issue a formal apology and, more troublesome for future conferences, was unwilling to connect this incident to race.

Though the struggle continues, this experience helped elevate collaborative community-based research within mainstream psychology. Norman Anderson ended his letter by saying, “One positive result of this negative experience is that I got to learn much more about your very innovative work with the Morris Justice Project. This type of creative participatory action research is desperately needed across our country, now more than ever, and shows how communities can use scientific methods to bring injustices to light in ways that are not easily dismissed as subjective or anecdotal. I believe psychologists need to have greater exposure to this type of research.” In the end, it was a small but meaningful intervention into the academic machine that was brought about by a collective of academics who stood up on our behalf to carve new spaces for community researchers.

**We have scholarship to contribute.** Knowledge produced outside the academy that is generated on the streets from experts without degrees (by citizen or street scientists), or that emerges from and through the direct impact of structural disadvantages, is often understood (if acknowledged at all) as unsystematic, subjective, parochial, and politically biased. The insistence to take the Morris Justice Project seriously is an insistence to take our process and our findings seriously.

In many ways, our participatory process has been well received, even if, we suspect, as an exotic or novel practice. However, more difficult has been finding spaces to speak as experts on policing, or in other words, experts on content rather than process. We produced valuable scholarship that went beyond the novelty of our research design. So when we were invited to speak at the White House Forum on Citizen Science, we also wanted an opportunity to speak about our findings. As honored as we were to be invited, we asked the forum coordinators for more: we asked to be taken seriously as scholars with important data to share. They responded by organizing a meeting with Roy Austin Jr., deputy assistant to President Obama and director of the White House Office of Urban Affairs, Justice, and Opportunity as well as other White House staff.

On two other occasions our work has wrestled with receptions that vacillate between important recognition of collaborative research and claims of bias or advocacy rather than social science. In Toronto and in New York City our research caught the eye of lawyers, a few politicians, and community groups as a strategy to “hear from the people” about aggressive policing and how it might be changed. In Toronto, after some consultation with us, a community-led project was conducted and then immediately criticized as subjective and invalid advocacy by Toronto’s police chief. Similarly, in New York, the Morris Justice Project was offered as an example of how the Joint Remedial Process (JRP) that resulted from the wins of three major police reform class action lawsuits against the City of New York (*Floyd et al.*, *Ligon et al.*, and *Davis et al.*), might systematically incorporate the police reform demands of affected communities (as was ordered by the judge of all three cases; see http://nypdmonitor.org/overview/; http://nypdmonitor.org/joint-remedial-process/). Representatives of the Morris Justice Project met with members of the NYPD, the court-appointed Monitor, and the JRP Facilitator over a period of four months but ultimately our approach was considered advocacy not science. Though not without substantial struggle, some
elements of the research proposal we helped design ultimately continued on without us and later, as part of the JRP process, we worked with the Facilitator to co-sponsor a South Bronx Town Hall to lift up grassroots community solutions on police reform.

Jackie was ultimately appointed as one of only fifteen JRP advisory committee members, tasked to assist with all of the court appointed reforms to stop-and-frisk in NYC. “The Morris Justice Project and being a plaintiff in Ligon had a lot to do with me sitting on this advisory board. I gave the Judge our back pocket report, our articles, and all of our material. I explained to him that you need people going through the situation to help solve the situation. If you’re not living it, how are you gonna to fix it? I know he read all of it. And it’s not just me standing up there, telling him what I’m going through. I’ve got evidence from the whole 42 blocks. We’ll see how this advisory group goes” (Jackie). While cautiously optimistic, we remained suspicious of working “inside” the very systems we are fighting to fundamentally change. These points of contact for us have often felt tokenistic at best and exploitive, even violent, at worst. When given access to these “official” avenues for making change, members of the Morris Justice collective have frequently expressed feeling unheard, devalued, misunderstood, and used. In the end, the advisory group fell far short of meaningful community participation. Still, we fight, seeking small wins, intentionally working to resist at multiple levels and in various spaces.

The reality of collaborative community-university research is a struggle against status quo – a constant push against the standards and structures of mainstream policy change or mainstream social science. Our wins are often only partial but they create cracks. For the Morris Justice Project, collaborating to produce journal articles and presenting in university settings or having policymakers take seriously our expertise as scholars are forms of action, like sidewalk science, that open spaces for critical conversation through our research. We are pushing against the narrow walls of the academy, reshaping the limited outside representations of what reputable academic research looks like, to intervene against the structurally violent historical legacy of university research in poor communities and communities of color.

Conclusion: The Morris Justice Project is Public Science

Large numbers of people across cities, campuses, and coalitions are taking action and challenging the ongoing pervasiveness of state sanctioned police violence and the unprecedented expansion of the carceral state enacted largely on poor black and brown bodies as well as other people whose often intersecting positions are relegated to the margins, considered a threat, and targeted (e.g. LGBTQ-identified, homeless or precariously housed, immigrants particularly undocumented, people with psychiatric disabilities and mental health issues, Muslim practicing religious groups, and activists, among others). This represents a national and even international movement emerging from the ongoing conditions of structural violence that intimately threatens and criminalizes the lives of poor communities, especially those of color, not only on the streets but also in their homes, at their schools, and in their workplaces.

People across the country – like members of the Morris Justice Project – feel a sense of urgency to stop these everyday, enduring collisions with police surveillance, control, and discipline. They are standing on the shoulders of generations past to continue the struggle, resolved to make radical change. The movement is organized and widely connected but its power is generated from the energies of countless organically produced actions; this activism ranges from people on the ground in Cop Watch patrols to civil disobedience to flooding the streets in protest to becoming plaintiffs in class action lawsuits. People are angry, the numbers are growing, and they are unwilling to let these oppressive conditions stay the same. The Morris Justice Project represents a seldom-considered but
important form of grassroots activism in solidarity with reform and radical change movements: participatory action research.

Community based research is complicated and messy and longitudinal. We write this conclusion with a sense of humility and uncertainty as well as a sense of pride and accomplishment. The commitment the Morris Justice Project collective made to each other was to systematically collect important information about policing in the community that could, throughout the process, provide moments of collective knowledge building, facilitate awareness, spark conversation and, if the data warranted, seek opportunities for advocacy and activism. Our pursuit of changes in the way the NYPD policed the neighborhood led us towards an ongoing set of activities, strategies, and alliances that helped us speak to/for/with the 42 blocks we studied as well as meaningfully connect with the ongoing police reform movement citywide.

The Morris Justice Project has given us as a collective and as individuals the tools and power to have a seat at the city-wide reform table. Several years ago, Paul said, “I think the statistics that we have gathered speaks for itself, so I believe at some point we might be able to sit at the roundtable and talk with the commissioner.” In fact, along with a small group of police reform organizations, the Morris Justice Project was offered a seat at the roundtable with the new commissioner. The group chose Jackie to represent us and she went covered with buttons, wearing our t-shirt, and carrying our back-pocket reports. “Eventually some eyes will open and some changes will take place. We know that with research and time more than likely something will transpire out of it. But we also know it is not going to be instant. It will be slow. We will be able to see it, we will be able to recognize it, but it won’t be anything that happens overnight” (Paul). It has taken time, but we see the possibilities of community involvement and community research for us and we see it for others too. “In terms of the people reading this, maybe they can see what we’ve done and if this is happening where they’re at, maybe they can start something that can help their whole community. It doesn’t have to be about the NYPD, it can be about something else. People can learn a lot from each other” (Fawn).

Now, in the braiding of strong research, action, and education, we – in our unlikely family – have developed a new identity as the Morris Justice Project. It is something that didn’t exist for any of us before but is now so important to each of us. We are a family of a different kind. It is something that we feel ownership over and a responsibility for. We have a history, an identity, and a future. And – as fleeting and small as it may be – we have collectively made a difference. We are “not going to tell you, once you fill out our survey, the next day it is going to be all right. It is going to take time. But all it takes is a start. Somebody got to do something because if you don’t there is no hope – your eyes still are going to be closed. You can’t even crack them open and say, ‘well maybe.’ You can break a lot of things if a lot of voices get together and start screaming to the top of your lungs, ‘we’re not going to take it anymore!’” (Jackie).

The Morris Justice Project is an illustration of public science: Publicly oriented science by the public, for the public good. At the end of the talk that Jackie gave at the White House, she admitted, “We’ve had influence in ways I never thought possible when this project began. Look where I’m at today. I’ve shown my sons that change CAN happen. We CAN make a difference. But, our work is not over.” She recognized that our project allowed us all to take on new identities, “I am not only a wife and a mother – I am a researcher, an author, a speaker, a community organizer and an activist.” And she concluded by (re)claiming her neighborhood, “The Morris Justice Project is about more than policing. It’s about creating opportunities for our children and our community. This is OUR home. We live here. We work here. We play here. We shop here. We pray here. We deserve policing with dignity and respect. Public science is an important part in helping us
advocate for our neighborhood.” As she walked from the podium, the audience gave her a standing ovation.

About the Special Issue

This article is part of a special issue of EPAA, Collaborative Research for Justice and Multi-Issue Movement Building: Challenging Discriminatory Policing, School Closures, and Youth Unemployment that was edited by Ronald David Glass and Mark R. Warren and curated by the Urban Research Based Action Network (URBAN). This special issue reflects the network’s commitment to producing and utilizing research for justice that combines rigorous scholarship with the arts to engage both the head and heart so as to deepen and express our social justice values in our scholarship. In addition to the cases highlighted in the title of the special issue, there are also essays that interrogate the limits and possibilities of universities for supporting collaborative research for justice, that explore the role that URBAN has played in fostering the formation of both an academic field as well as experiments in fusing knowledge production with knowledge mobilization and community organizing to build movements for justice, and that argue for multi-modal forms of knowing to build the critical solidarities needed to speak truth to multi-scalar powers at local, national, and global levels. These provocative essays are integrated with graphics that explore themes of how collaborative research for justice is related to advocacy and research rigor, how it must navigate institutional barriers and create institutional supports, and how it can play a powerful role in policy development and change. One graphic on the ethics of collaborative community-based research is also integrated with a video commentary. Additional videos feature scholars and activists sharing key lessons about turning points in their careers, accounts of how they put their research to work for justice, and advice they have for the next generation. Another video features scholar-activists reflecting on their experiences as publicly engaged scholars. Taken together, this special issue provides robust guidance for putting truth seeking to work on behalf of and in partnership with the least advantaged communities.
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